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FOREWORD

This publication contains the proceedings of the second seminar that the Regional
Interstate Planning Project has conducted renarding Administrative kenewal. The

first seminar was held in Nevada on November 12, 13, 14, 1975. The,Troceedings
of this seminar are contained in Volume V of the Regional Intersfate publication.
This conference emphasized the role and function of departments of education in
the process of Administrative Renewal. The,reports contained in this publication
are models of programs and activities that are being conducted in local school

districts in several western states.

Recent developments in educational AUministrative Renewal deal with specific types
of behaviors beginning with techniques for increasing the effectiveness of indi-
viduals having administrative responsibility. The content of.thjs publication
describes individual programs that are taking place and the different approaches
used to help individuals become better educational leaders.

The Policy Board for tile Regional Interstate Planning Project conducted a needs
assessment among the ten State Departments of Education participating in the project
to determine the topics in which we direct our attention and sponsor major seminars.
We do this hoping to gear up for what changes are needed in our schools and educa-
tional institutions to prepare for the future and to examine the models and plan-
ning process whereby improvements might be brought about. In order for these

activities to have an impact on education there must be carry-over.from the orig-
inal meeting in which the riar't-TEiriants are involved in things that happen back
on-the job. Renewal only takes place when leadership is extended and processes
take place that bring abcut change for the improvement of education. We hope

that the information contained in thit publication will give you some idea on how
to proceed with the necessary task. I .

i want to thank Dr. EdWard Brainard, !Director, Leadership Development, Colorado
Department of Education, for his helid and assistance in identifying and securing
the assistance of the presentors. Also, Beverly Wheeler, Arizona State Depart-
ment of Education, for her efforts in making the physical arrangements for the
seminar; to the other state represen atives for their help and assistance in
conducting the various sessions; to erl Snyder, U.S.O.E., for his guidance and
assistance as a presentor and counsellor. A special thanks to the presentors who
shared their programs and activities that are contained in the publication.

Lamar LeFevre
Director.
Regional Interstate Planning Project
Nevada State Department of Education
4055 South Spencer, Suite 234
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
(702) 385-0191



INTRODUCTION

The Regional Interstate Planning Project participants meet periodically at
,conferences sponsored by ten State departments of education to discuss new
or topical issues of general concern. The most recent meeting was held
February 17-18, 1976, at Phoenix, Arizona, to consider various means of
adminirtrative renewal.

The R.I.P.P. Conferences are financed.with funds provided under the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965,'Public Law 89-10, Title V, Section 505
as amended. The project.is administered by the Nevada State Department of
Education urder the supervision of Superintendent John Gamble who serves as
Chairman of the Policy Board. Other cooperating State departments of educa-
'tion are Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas,
Utah, and Wyoming.

During the process of transcribing, editirig, and compiling the R.I.P.P.
proceedings, the editors have sought to keep the material both brief and
informative. The resulting report is, hopefully, a useful record of many
thou,ghtful discussions.

Dr. Jake Huber, Co-Editor
Dr. Evalyn Dearmin, Co-Editor
Research and Educational Planning Center
College of Education
University of Nevada, Reno
Reno, NeVada
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WELCOME

Friends:

On behalf of the Arizona State Department of Educatjon, I am pleasedto take this opportunity to personally welcome you to PhOenix and to this
Conference focusing on the Administrative Renewal program:\

.

One of the challenges facing
administrators today lies jri the abilityto meet specific needs with realistic solutions. Special le&dership skillsare required to successfully meet these demanding educational challenges.

The Administrative Renewal program highlights a leadership.concept
designed to utilize an individual's talent and potential to satisfy localneeds, and at the same moment address upgrading an individual's skills. Theopportunity for success is unlimited. Individual involvement and commitmentare the keys.to a self-sustaining, continuing endeavor; an endeavor that notonly increases the quality of education in general but also strengthens the
individual.

As you listen to the presentations and participate in the activities of
this Conference, keep in mind the great benefit of this program to you as an
individual and, most importantly, to our children who will answer the challengesof tomorrow based on the quality of education they receive today.

r

--Carolyn Warner, Superintendent
Arizona Department' of Education

DEFINITION OF ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL

Administrative Renewal is one process by which administrators experience
professional growth activities for the purpose of pining new skills, knowledge,
and attitudes so that they may meet the challenges of new responsibilities andimprove leadership.

TARGETS TO REACH DURING THIS R.I.P.P. WORKSHOP
ON ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL

I. Acquaint participants with selected quality efforts currently in practice:

2. Identify important concepts associated with Administrative Renewal.

3. Involve participants in determining how LEA staff can organize and develop
an Administrative Renewal program.

4. Involve participants in determining how LEAs can provide leadership to their
staff in organization and development of Administrative Renewal programs.
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"THE ALTERNATIVE TO PROGRESS IS DECAY"

by

Dr.. Wilber D. Hawkins, Superintendert
Brighton, Colorado School District

No profession'is going to Change'like our profession is going to change in the

'.. next decade, and these changes won't.A3e restricted just to the techniques of

education or to :the curriculum areas, but indeed our every function in society

is.going to change also. As educators we nave got to stop viewing change as

our. enemy. We 'have to start thinking about it as our friend--the-only ally that

we have to bridge the gap between one historical age and another.' Institutions

Can only change if the people inthem with responsible roles and positions are

able to change and to grow also. That's the essence Of my speech. Let's see

if we can put some meat on'those bones.

Me're living right now on the edge of the greatest historical era in the five-

thousand year written history of marh Not.since man first crawfed out of the

cave, tuck seeds in the ground, and started to domesticate animals have we seen

'&uch'radical changes occurring so rapidly as they are right now. We are going to

see changes that are going to transcend those of the Renaissance becauseit is

not going to take-400.yeaes but one generation for them to be completed. That is

the.gemeration of our. children. QUr children are going to be the first geneea-

tion of Americans that-live,in a brand new world which As going'to be here long

before we are gone.

Let me talk briefly about some of the implication§"that these changes are going

to have on our schools in the next One, it. ought to be crystal clear

that by the year 1976, right'now, we c: mjdWay into a knowledge and information

explosion that has broadsided our'schooTs`ana is.going to broadside them even

more by the year 1980. By thatAime itJs-going to be impossible to conduct

business in education the way W6 are conducting it today. Knowledge, even .bpthe

most conservative estimates, as we,sitThere is, doubling every ten years. And

that means that in.the yearj986-there will ,be twice as much tO teach, tWice as

much to know, and to learn,'and to forget aS there is today. Bu-twhat's more

.incredible is by the year 1996,_about.the time the kids-who entered kinder-:

garten last September.are out'of'tchbOl, there will be four times as much to

teach; to learn, and to fdrget as there is today. And by that time it is going

to,become humanly impossible for any teacher to remain-relevant for very long:'

They are going to have to be retrained. The only question is by,whom.and tO what

end and for. what purpose?
o

Scond, it is clear now in 1976-that we are midWay into a biological revolution'

the likes of which the world has never seen, a revolution that will confront us

with our -greatest ethical decisions as a race. This revolution will include::

among other things., huMan engineering which will make it possible to determine
human genetic characteristics pretty much as we now grow vegetable, gardens or as

our friends from Texas grow prized beef. .Today ff a boy is born andArows to be

seven feet ta,l and is fairly well -coordinated, he.has a future and a fortune

waiting for him in professional basketball. But in the future couples are going

to be able 10 predetermine these characteristics long.before the children are born.

But.enough of that exotic-stuff. Let me tallc: a little bit about these things as

they apply to education. You see, education isn't a science. It is an art. And

the reascin it is neii a science is that, we have never been able to answer the fiest

-scientific question of education and that question'is, "What happeds

1, 16



electrochemicallk in-the huMan brain at.the moment of nsight?' That'S whenthe kid's eyes light up and he says, "Oh, that's, whatyou Mean.:.What happens?We don't know. But right now there'are'11 scientists in Southern.California
who 'are.working on that very problem 41one, not in the School OfEducation butin the School of Medicine. And pretty soon they are going to find out. Whenthey do.fincLout, they are going to be able to measure it. Then we can go tothe legislatars of our respective States and say, LadieS and gentlemen, We
give 'you on a silver platter electrochemical accountability." That will Mean,by the way, that students will-bp able to learn such things as the entire Dolchword list as fast as. we.can repeat-it to them or a-thing we'nOw call first-yearalgebra can be learned in a five-hour sitting. The only questionend the onlychallenge for education then will be, "What are we.going to do to keep thembusy?"

Let me talk about the third implication. Many Of the values that were. perfectlyappropriate fOr the industrial,age are-not going to fit into the post-industrialsociety. Many of the'yalues that built this industrial age and this economy andthis system that we.now enjoy aren't going to make'itanymore. For example,, thework ethic is dead on its feet...AV that I mean the idea that onepersan is more
worthy than another person because hehas atany given point.in time a saleable5kill. It iS crystal clear that the unemployment rate is neVer going to be'again
what.it was prior to the recent recession. Many'companies and employers knewthat and, have been able ta automate,..never again replacing the people they laidoff as a result of that ecession.

Incidentally,' last night on the radio in my room I heard.that-there is going tobe a bill presented to Congrest very soon, a public works bill.that will enable
the government to employ -every.person in this country who wants to work.. ThatAs trying to solve the wrong and of the,problem: What I would li'ke to suggest
for education'and for ourcountry is that we need to devise a dignified and
humanistic mechanism that will getpeople from the world of wOrk', from the vocà-tional into the academic world and back again without radically changingtheir lifestyles. The implitation is that people are going to attend school pos-sibly all of theirlives. The idea that we attend school between' the ages oT
five or six and 16 and 18-is not going to work anymdre, not if we are going to
fulfill our roles to our-cOmmunity:andto our nation.

.I'd like
(
to suggest a new type of ethic to replace the traditional work ethic..

.First, craftsmanship-7that's the quality and the output of .one's labor: Did voudo a good job3 Second is. reaponsibilityi. Do you 'nave a sense of responsibility
to'your employer, to your fellow emOloyees, and to the consumer who finally/winds
up using the output of your labor? Third is commitment:. Do you-keep the agree-
ments.that you make?. It seems to me that if our young people posSess craftsMan-
ship,.responsibility, and commitment, they are,going to makeltregardiess' ofwhat the future looks like or.whatever profession orwhatever vocation they enter.
The second ethic which isn't going to make.it in the future--and this one scaresthe daylights out of businessmen--is that of expansion and consumptiOn. We builtthe industrial:age on the idea that it is gbod to consume and it is good..to
expand. In fact, we said very clearly that the more you consume, the more worthyyou are. Now we :Are going to have.to change that ethic to one of conservation.
We're going. to have to say that you are not more worthy in terms of how much you
can consume but in how much you can conserve. A nation that is eOmprised of six,percent of the: world's pOpulation can no longer continue to consumo 50 percent of-its goods, leaVing the'other 50 percent for 95 pencent of the world's population.
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Finally, as we now define it, the educationethiC is dead on its feet. In the

.past wesaid that it is good to be. educated; in fact, the mbre education you had,

the plore you received, the more worthy you were. Why else would we have sent you

to all. of those classes in School or why do we pay teachers n the basis of,

among other things, how many units they have accumulated? Because they are

better teachers? I don't think most people seriously believe that. It's been

suggested by onewag that all diplomas and credentials be printed.on paper that

destructs every five years. In.that way, and that'sabout how long peOple Stay

relevant, people would have to continue to recycle through Ainiversities and col-

leges tO stay abreast of what is'happening in their fields. 0

Turthermore, we have to change the tdea--now listen to this because.the idea.

has been with us a long t;me in American education--we have to change the idea

that education is 4 process of teachtng'people things they don't know into the

idea that education is a process of causing people to'be learning individuals.

And hen you think about.it, that's all we could really ever do anyway. The

roles of educational leaders will change as the roles of the school change. also.

The principal of the future will cease to be a supervisor, a teacher, or a manager

of buildings, ad become a knowledge broker--someone who can, through the use of

technology, m4e, it possible to retrieve information and make it available to

teacheps to teac,' and students to Iearn. The school of the future ceases to be

a place.and becomes a concept,' And I defy any architect to.design such a school

aSthat. Eddcation won't be restricted just to the four walls of the clasSroom,

but indeed those thingS that a student can learn best wherever he'can learn them

best.. It may be a .commercial-garage, it may be a dentist's office, or anywhere

where educatior can take place,,,to suit that individual's need. In the future we

might be busing teachersto kids and not kids to teache'rs.. It will cost a lot

less, and it won't pollUte the atmosphere.

My second, point has to do with chahge and the fact that change can be our ally

ih the next-decade. When I was doing my dissertation, I ran.across a quote that

I have become quite fondlcfand used quite often, !Jhealternative to progress., is

decay." And ye't it is amazing when you think about it. Most of the,changeS that

W8 have tried to implement in educaticn have been brought with hostility. We

find that we wind up makinglmst people mad for one-reasaror another.. When.I

was in...California, we wrote a Project that we were pretty excited about designed °

to professionalize teaching. We called it "differentiated staffing." The-idea

waS to build a hierarchy.in the teaching profesSion which enabled the hfoheSt

level of a teacher to have responsibility in curri.culum development and to

improve instruction and, incide tally, to makecthe same salary as the superin-

tendent in the district could. We received hostility from Sources-that-we never

expected, from the teachers themselves,, S. it has been in education, for Most

of the time at least that I have been in it, and that is that every time you

try to implement something new, some.innovative idea, you are always met with

hostility or anxiety from one source or another.,

An interestibg statistic frOm theMetropolitan School Study Council irOew York

is that it takes 15 years for three percent of the school sYstems in this

country to adopt an idea after it has already proved to be effective. That means

that'97 percent of the school systems.ignore what is really happening around

them, and their children are denied the benefits'of an educational concept,after

it has already ,been demonstrated to. beeffective. Not only have,we got tb start

thinking' about:change, and our attitude about Charge itself, but we Kaye to

analyze why weTare intimidated by change.
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What I am going to say right now I hope that you listen to and.absorb and
think about in the future and maybe do some digesting about it. ..It's been
reported that the reason people are threatened by change is that it threatens
our power, it threatensour security, and it threatens our adjustments. We've
been taught through the industrial ages that it.is very.important to. be secure,
to be powerful, and to be adjusted. Now we have to do.the most difficult thing
that any generation has ever had to do: we've got to change enemies in mid-
career. We have got to begin to see change.as our friend which meansthat we
have to see power and securities.and addustments as our real enemies. And it
may not be so .bad because, you see, I don't believe that we were ever wired to
haVe great poWer. When we find each other:as individuals or races or nations
possessed of great power, it is very often that we find ourselves at our most
arrogant, our most corrupt. It is precisely when we find ourselves without
force, without power, that.we become. our most humane, our most creative,.and our
most ingenious.

Tonight when you look bp into the. Universe-and you suddenly realize, in the pit
of Your stomach where you do most of your realizing, that God, haslefi us. here
to sdrvive on this tiny planet--is that not a time of total insecurity when some-
thing in us actually makes us struggle and.makes'us tolerant and finally, in
some crazy way, even makes us hopeful for the future of our time? , And if that
doesn't:turn you. on,. try this:. There is light that_yod)ll be able to see tonight
.from stars that burned out_before this planet was even born. And the light from
thoSe planetS, traVeling at a speed of'186,060 feet per second, that light we see'
:today will still be shining on the earth when this'planet iS nothing but a' coa
rock twirling through space. Somehow or othe6those kinds of,,feelings have a,
way of causing us to feel just 8 little more humble, a little .more insecure, out,:
of adjuStment, and Without power. When you realize that, you can become more
hUmane,: more.iligenious at solving yoUr own daily problems.

.In.his book entitled Self-Renewal, Sohn Gardner points out that institutions can
only move forward and change.if the people An them whd hold responsible positions--
and that's all of.us--possess motivation, comMitment, and"convtion. There are
three dimensions of renewal. The first one has to do with personal renewal. I

believe that a vital person is good for his profession and good for himself.
What are'people like who find great adventure in growing all 'of.their lives? Let
me go.over the five areas that seem to be'characteristic. of renewal people. .The

first.one is self-development. This is really what educatiOn is all about.
Taking over for one's self the motiVation for growing. Or,'putting it another'
way, these are peddle whO findgreat.adventure in learning and becoming renewed
all Of-their lives. The.secofid jt self-knowledge. People who are self-rehewed
seem to have a good feeling abOut who they are, and they like who they are: .The

third.,is the courage to fail. It's an unfortunate fact that in education we have..
built Thost.of what we do on rtght.answers. ,We don't tolerate mistakes, and we .

don't tolerate wrong answers very'much. Yet, when you think about it, most of
the achievements in the history of the world have been built on wrong answers,
not right answers. So it was_With Edison, and so it is going to be with;the per-

: son Who invents the cure for Cancer. The 'courage to fail.- Fourth is.motivation,
Stated very simply, theSe.are.people who get-turned on easily with halftrying--
self-starters if you will. The l'ast one is love.1. .The capacity to give and
receive great amounts of,love is more difficult than most of us would lile'to

. believe, Personal renewal requires some achievement, but the persorLdoes these
things for the pure satisfaction of doing them. Passive'activities such as
watching television or spectator Sports af-e not self-renewing.
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What.I thnk'we really need are problem-solvers. Human beings are problem-

solvers. One time in a symposium someone asked the question, "What are we as

school people,. School administrators?" We finally concluded that what we eally

are are problem-solvers. Teaching a kid to read is. solving a problem. Aego-
tiating, or whatever it is, is solving a problem. Defining and analyzing a,

prOblem and beinTable to solve it. So we are problem-solvers. We're

happiest and proudest and the most content when we are solving problems. And

these problems, by the way, could be growing orchids or defining the west'face

of Mount Everest or whatever. The'point I am trying to make isthat human':beings

are most content when they are doing something active, . The passive personality ,

doesn't make it very much in the world of the proud profession. We aren't yet

sure what we know about renewal, but of this we are sure: the persons that are

growing and finding satisfaction in growing are more vital people in everything

they do.

The second area Of renewal is professional'. Since our profession is one caught

up in this period of rapid change, responsibility for professional growth becomes

even more essential because the children that are in our schools right now.are
fundamentally different from any gro6pof kids that we have ever had in our

schools. The real challenge is to trUlY understand those differences and to be:

able to provide 3n educational program that.meets their needs.. The first

challenge in educationalleadership is that *Our society has become amoral--a

society, without morals. The events of the'last two decades that include assas-
sination, riots, and Watergate have left us with the Only wrong.,being one of

getting'tadght. it's been suggested that social ethics have replaced individual

responsibilities for behavior. It ,SeeMs that we have.evolved a no-fault type -

of morality. That's where no 'one individual is to blame, but society is

abused. We talk about the ghettos that kids coMe from, we talk about dope at ,

home, but we fail to place.the responsibilitY on the individual. I think that

is somethin.g We have to get. back 'to. It's been suggested that the individuals

in our society can no longer go scot-free in their'responsibility for the conse-

quences;of their behaviors. Whether th'e,television Shows which depict the heroes

,acting more like villains tharX.villains, or whether the situation.ethics are to

btaMe, isn't my point. my point,is if it is going to be safe for kids: to go to

school apd teachers to teach, we-had better do-'something very quickly about this

whole' problem of what is happening in our classrooms.

About a month ago an .article in U. S. News and World Report called "Violence in':

Our Schools" disclosed that there were 10,000 assaults on teachers in our schools

last year alone. The national study recorded that 90 percent of the problems

were caused by 10 percent of the students. A proposal that runs contradictory/

to-everything that I have ever learned in education is that perhaps 10 percept

of our students ought to,be given leave of absence from school, not be kicked/

odt, just have their education postponed' for a year or ten years. For:the tiMe

being we can no longer devote so much time and so many resources to solving the

problems of 10 percent of the Students, while the otner 90 percent have to /

suffer. We have to.develop a curriculum an4 train teachers in the Whole concept

ofcivic,educatiOn'and civic responsibility.. We havE to get back to some
/

funda-

mental truths of right and W'rong.

The second challenge has to do with early childhood education. ;We have/to take

a hahd look at what happens in the firSt five years of a youngster's life or the

first five years before we ever see him in our schools. I'd like to suggest

that these aye probably the most important five year; in anyone's life/; and if

yoU analyze wbat happens ln the first five years of life, you begin 0 realize

what magnificent creatures 6ie kids'that we create really are, and aysJ what

magnificent creatures we ourselves happen to be.
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Just think of .what happens in the first five years of life. Before we teach a
child, befOre we even see him in our classrooms, e has in some incredible
fashion learned a complete.language system. -That's,phenomenal. No other species
can even come close to learning a complete lahguage system. The child in spme

.incredible way before we even see himhas learned to imagine things that don'teven exiSt. What',s-more, he can even build those things with tools--and nObody
ever taught him to imagine, to create, or to work. He has learned how to play,
hot,/ to compete, how. to cheat, how to lie, how to hate, and how to love. He can
be physically 'punished with relatively little damage.as long as he.is abSolutely.
convinced that the hand on his bottom belongs to someone who-truly cares abouthim. And the child, before the school first sees him, learns without instruc-
tional materials,, curriculum guides, principals, superintendents, school board
members, state legislators, or even one behavioral objectiye. Furthermore, he
does it without Freud, or Dewey, or Piaget, Breuner or Skinner, or any other
educational high,priest, to sprinkle water on the process. And there he stands
aside, knowing already more than we are going to teach him in the next 12 yearsof his life.

Here we stand as a profession confronted by a huge.group of people who want us,
'to be accountable to them for delivering education to their child, and when you
ask them to define it, it sounds a.great deal like the kind.of education they
received. Fortuhately for the kid, we haven't been able to do it. I think.we
have to find a way to_help parents do something in the first five years of life.
besides keep the kid-dry at both ends. WeVe got to find a way to help parents.°
see that.something crucial happens ih the-first five years of life before the
kid ever tomes to school and that, in a very large measure, the child's futUre
capabilities are frozen'in cement before.the bell rings in September.

All these yearS we've been saying to the parents, "Leave them alone, and we'll
take care of Challenge number three--and thiS is 'probably thebiggest of
all--we've got to begin tosee and treat and teach, Children as individuals.
We've got to begin-to let them know that.it is.all right to be who they are
because they really can't be, anyone else anyway. That isAoing to be tough.'
It will mean a re-evaluation of a. value system that has.been around for a long,
long time. We played a dangerous game. We played God. We, and I mean our
society in general, have judged people And placed Positive or negative values
on certain characteristics which we label as 'good" or "better" and we've made
them pay off big. We've made the possession of othercharacteristics quite a
liability in our society. Weve said that .it is better to be a teacher, a doc-
tor, or a.laWyer than it is to be a custodian or a mechanic. And yet everyone
can't bea doctor or a lawyer.or a.teacher.

Is it any wonder, then; why wesometimes have difficulty relating to a:custodian
or a mechanic ar a plumber. 'We've said it.is better if you are a woman to'be
38-24735 than it is to be 33-30-40; we've Said it is better to,bea blonde than
a brunette; we've said it is better if you are a man to be Six,foot, four than
it is to be four foot, six. It is better to be an athlete than'a noh-athlete.
We've said it is better to be a scholaP than a non-intellectual: We have said,
if you will, in many.instances.in industries in this tountry, even in this
enlightened age, it is better to be a man than a woman. We have said all these
things, and we've made them,pay off well for those who could and did measure up.
And yet, I s'uggest that everything I have mentiOned to you is an involuntary

.

condition of birth. And-J suggest further that nothing. which is an involuntary
condition of birth is either better or worse, good or bad, moral or immoral.
These.things simply, are. No man nor any society has the. right to play God and



to judge them and to make a man, much less a child, feel less than worthy
because of his condition of birth. It is not only not right, it is an increas-
ingly dangerous game to play.

Challenge number four--and this is-the reason we are assembled here today--has
to do with school leaders learning the strategies of institutional change. It

can be learned--it's already being researched and recorded in numerous-fields
of research. This means two things to me--(1) that we have to grow ourselves
and (2) that we are going to have to do our homework so that we can take it back
and implement it in our own systems.

Let me discuss four conditions or four components of institutional change that
I think.ought.to be carved over every school of education that offers to train
school administrators. The first one is that renewal can occur best in a non-
threatening atmosphere. Organizations can aspire to the highest of standards
and still accept the differences and uniquenesses of indiyiduals. As a matter
of fact, creativity and uniqueness can only function best in a hospitable environ-'
ment. Number two--professional renewal can and should be related to the purposes,
the priorities, and the goals of the institution. And that assumes, of course,
that institutions have those priorities and purposes. Number threerenewal is
something that,soMeone does to someone else but something that is mutually agreed
upon by all participants. Item number fourrenewal is something that can be and
ought to.be,academic. I don't think that it is asking too much for people.in a .

profession such as ours to turn to the reearch literature and professional stud-
ies- now and then o find out what other people have done. My gdess is that you
could pick any topic out of a hat, turn to professional' literature, and find that
it has been worked on and solved with a variety of alternatives at least.a dozen
times throughout this country: So why not use the benefit of other people's .

_work, of other people.'.s academic preparation.

Finally, the third dimensidn of.renewal I calli."extra-profesSional." The thesis

stated .yery Omply is that we are members of a learning profession, and we should
continue to.be learned outside our own profession. Professionals, especially
educators, are not traly educated.if the knowledge they have is restrictedjust
to the pedagogy qf their own profession.

In the beginning I said that we are in a period-of tremendous change; and change,
like old age, isn't bad when you consider the alternatives. Theronly question
is, "Can we.as edvators,,provide the insight and the wherewithal to *stay-abreast
of today's youth and tomorrow's profession."
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THE ROLE OF THE SDE IN
STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL

by

Dr. Ed Brainard, Director
Leadership Development

Colorado Department of Education

The topic for this panel is."How Can We Stimulate and Provide Leadership for
Administrative Renewal. Programs?" There are atleast six things that a State
department can do. First, a State department can encourage the development of
administrative renewal programs and staff development. Although staff develop-
ment and administrative renewkj programs must be school-district based, school-
district planned, and school-district.conducted, a State department can bpcome
a vocal advocate for staff development.

Second, a Stae department can assist interested school districts to attually
implement staff development and administrative renewal programs. The leadership

.processes for this function are already well developed. A State department can
consider the processes that exist and adapt them to specific needs. These pro-
cesses include identifying workable models and offering alternative, practical
approaches that are already being used by,other school districts. In short,
the State department of education has the power to inform, the power to encour-
age,-and the power to stimulate.

Third, a State can assist school .districts and school-district planning groups
to distinguish between the purposes of formal and informal education. Formal
education is-largely .graduate education in a university setting; informal educa-
tion occurs in a variety, of settings and locales which.are pr:marily extra-
institutional. Both have a vital role--there is no question about that. But
both have different delivery systems. Of the six districts you heard from yester-
day, virtually all of them are plowing'new fields in the area.of informal educa-
tjon. On the job, job7related informal education does not necessarily have to

- use the delivery mode:of formal educatton as we know it in graduate education.

Fourth, a State department can organize actiyities so that the leaders, the per-
sons in school districts providing leadership for administrative renewal and
staff development proorams, can meet periodically to share their practices and to
share their programs. A team of Colleagues, a collegial team, canlearn together.
They can come tcgether to discuss their successes and solve some of their mutual
prabieMs. State departments can play a vital role in setting up this ;linkage

.

mechanism.

Fifth, a State department can encourage districts to c'ealize that effective staff
development and effective administrative rehewal programs should make use of the
reservoir of talent that already.exists within school districts in their staffs
of administratOrs and. teachers. Toooften we thtnk that the only resources we
have are those outside the district.

.Finally, a State department can prepare its own staff development and administra-.
tive renewal program for its own personnel,
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ABOUT HOLDING UP BRANCHES
OR

PLANNING FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT

by

Dr.. John Dewell

DirectOr of Staff Development
Tulsa, Oklahoma Public School District

In Oklahoma there are many Indian tribes, and, of course, Oklahoma is the area
into which the Indians were resettled. One of the five civilized tribes that
came from the southeast part of the United States is the Creek nation, The

Creeks practice an interesting.custom. Whenever there is a publicAathering
to talk abolit government or other tribal concerns, all the people inthe audience
have branches which they hold up as long as the speaker is making sense. The-

'speaker has a staff that sives him:the authority and the power to talk.; but
when he is no longer making any sense, the audience puts down their branches,
and .he has to relinquish.the staff of authority. I hope that you will do this

for me on a piecE paper, buti am not going to relinquish my authority to

talk.

School administrators are human. That may come as quite a shock to most hard-
core-members of a teacher's association or to certain groups of patrons within

the various school communities. Administrators are insecure sometimes; they

don't have all of the answers. Human beings are, as.Carl.Rogers says, "Always
in a state of becoming.". Nothing animate can always stay where it is. It can't

stagnate. It either decays.and dies or growing and becoming. 'What John
Gardner says in Self-Renewal: The Individual in the Innovative Socieq still
holds true about growing and dying', about what happens to an organization, to

a person.

In Tulsa we believe that our administrators are Somehwere, but they arent
stagnated. They.need. to grow, they need to become.- So, the rationale is that

we need to do soMething to help them, to facilitate that grwoth, that develop-
ment, because they are the people who through their teachers, the people who

work for then, are able to facilitate their growth and their development which,

in turn facilitates the growth and developmentof youngsters.- Th-at's not a.very

profound idea, but it is basic. 1,4e 'all realize that.

In 1969, the Tulsa public schools had'been led for 26 years by the same super-

intendent. This is not to say that the administrators and the teachers had not
grown or continued to develop professionally during the 26 years that the.pre.-

vious superintendent was there. It is rather to say that the glasses through
which that staff viewed their growth and development.had, over those period of
years,..pretty much come to be ground for the same prescription. They all came

to see hi,gs pretty much the same way. I suppose they were even tinted 'a little

roSe,s016red, Which I think I,appens_to a lot of us. We see things pretty much

..;he Way we want to see them. There are very few outSiders within the adminis

trative personnel. They are mostly people who came up through the ranks. I

think that is probably typical of many districtsr

fhe board 'went outside the distrkt to hire a superintendOt. He brought with

him,a lot of ideas. He wanted these people who were all 'seeing through the
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same glasses to grow. He ran a prOgram for administrative development.' I think
in retrospect we probably did the wrong things. At the first meeting, a breakfast
meeting at 6:30 in the morning, the principals complained that they couldn't
afford the.tiPe away from their jobs. One old fellow--and we've got some pretty
crusty characters in Oklahoma--came in with a lantern held out i1 front of him.
He put it out and set it there right on the table. We got the message. But we
went on for a period of time, bringing people in for large group-type things,
mostly just to create am awareness that there was an outside world.

Three years ago, the new superintendent asked me if I wanted to be Director of
Staff Development in addition to my position as Director of Student- Teachers.
Since then we have built on some of what we .had and now we're really involved
with an individual administrative growth plan. We have had.a series-of sessions
on planning. Instead of just coming across with an idea, we have to develop
a plan to its fullest potential. We have to sit down and say, "What is our goal?"
"What is our objective?" "What assumptions can we make about the fact that if
we don't do.anything, what will it be like?" "What are the resources that we
have?" "What strengths do we have?" "What weaknesses are.working against us?"
By brainstorming with several other people who h(ave the same concerns--like the

-- principals, the director, assistant superintendent, whatever--we came .up with
all the alternatives, one of which always is, "Don't do anything different from
what we are presently doing."

After we do that, we prioritize those and then decide which to do. Nothing happens
without this. The beginning.of a new school, the initiation of a major curricu-
lum change--everything is done through this'planning guide, especially major
projects that call for money. We even get into very technical kinds of things
like critical path movement. Then,.any person whO is on the superintendent's
executiVe staff, that's the ten top people In.his cabinet, and his whole general
staff, each of these individuals has to develop yearly one or more district objec-
tives that they can pursue outside of their.regular job descriptions. It might
be someta'al a. A. I ne. -6- r t be
something that has a duration of two or three years. So this is the,second
of way7-a Subtle, forced way--of getting at adminigtrative renewal.

I stifl'feel strongly,as I read a lot of the plans made public as part of the
public'accountability that many people.just go through the potion of preparing
a plan because the superintendent said to do it. Thinking back on my relation-.
ship with CFK and the relationships that I have had with some other outside

.groups, I am strongly convinCed that the only way to ever get anybbdy to grow
is to let them do.it themselVes--when they really want to do it. They will do
it when they are motivated to do it.

One of my district objectives for the year was to involve 10 percent of our,princi-
pals in- an individualized growth plan. The kind of plan that we use to develop

.

any kind of district objective is called ah achievement plan. It is s'mply the
objectives, the present conditions, the desired conditions we hope to reach and .

the description of the project. First, I developed a.structured, stress-free
interview instrument that would measure the growth.and potential of aoministrators
in our district. Then I interviewed a minimum of 10 percent of those administra-
tors Who volunteered. A profile was developed from the interview data to help
each administrator who then volunteers to go to the next step to develop and
implement an individualized growth and self-improvement plan called a SPAR.
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I had hoped to,be able to.get some training in this from the group in Lincoln,
Nebraska, whom I think many of you ought to know: Selection Research, Incorpc
They have developed and verified two instruments--one for selection of teacher
and one for selection of administrators. They are just starting to use these
not only to select people but also.to design a developmental plan to find out
where a person is, Where his strengths are, where his weaknesses are. Because
their services cost a lot of money, I wasn't able to secure their training, bu
I have some good friends who khowtheir material, and I visited with them at
length. The themes aren't protected--such things as a person's empathy or his
ability to delegate or to be a relater or to be an arranger or a catalyzer or
to have ambiguity tolerance. You can find those in any OD book that you want
to look at. Any organization development book, any administrative handbook.
So taking those, I developed our own structured interview.

'In the structured intervieW you ask .an open-ended quetion. The first one tha
you always start with is, "Why did'you want to be an administrator?" Then you

listen. There is ho right or wrong answer, but there are:answers that say the
right things such as, "Well, I hope to multiply myself." "I hope to have a
Hoer impact." "I hope to reach more people." Those kinds of things. And i

all' the themes you carry this through. .There are six runs and'N questions.
By the time you get through, you have a very good picture of the administrator
and he has it himself.

The flow chart, (see p. 13) iS sent to an administrator who can read it and chu
it into a file and forget it, or he can call me. If he calls me, then,I expla

it in a little more detail. I will come ourand interview him on tape. After
the interview.is done, he can listen to the tape. As a:modification to'this p
we now let the administrator himself look at the question, and then make-the
decision whether he heard it or he didn't hear it, did he say it or didn'f,he
say.it. Based on that mutual analysis--Ianalyze it, and the principal analyz
it--we mesh t}le two together, and we argue about that. We sit dOwn and work",.o

a conflict resolution. "Maybe that is.what you meant, but that isn't what yo0
said." "So I.can't live with that." "Well, that's right." "I-didn't say it,

but I wanted to say it." From that analysis he then goes intOthe development
of a SPAR (Self-Performance Achievement Record). A SPAR is simPly a statement
in which you say, "My goal either personally or institutionallyis. . . ."

And you just state it:
,

For instance, one of the men'Working on it right now has this SPAR: "Quit thi

ing of my teachers and students as a group and,begin to operate with them as
individuals." In almost all of his answers, whenever he had anything to do, h
always took it to the total group. He never worked with one on one. He was

afraid they would_say, "Well, he's got a secret going over there." And yet, t

best way to get anything done is one on one or in small groups. And so he wan

to start relating to those people as individuals.. He's developing-a plan:

Then he sets out specific Objectives to do that. He sets out specific activit

things;to read. He is reading a book called", Born to Win, a transactipnal ana
book, which just,simply starts you intO the process of working with petiole in
a different role and getting out of the' authoritarian parent-child role and

getting into what is called an adult-role. He also is working in a collegial
team, which is a group of two or three other principl-s-who have similar inter

-They read on 4, regular.basis as.a support fqrce for each other. He,has Severa

other activities such as taking one teacher to lunch a- week outsideçof the bui

.He's never really thought that he needed to knowpersonal thlngs abobt them in

2 6
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to be a better administrator, and yet after he finished the interview this is
one of the things that he felt he needed to do. At the same time he was develop-
ing his plan, he inquired, "What evidence of success will I accept that I have
reached it?" It doesn't have to be any high falutin' research term but just
a simple feeling of, "Yes, I have achieved this objective."

3'

On the other side of the SPAR document is the question: "What new skillsJw
knoWiedge do I need in order to accomplish this?" That is about the only place
whe're I 'get involved because I may know of some resources or:some places and
sOme people that he or she doesn't. And so I help-them to answer this question
and then they set down a calendar. "By January 15th, I am going to purchase
such and such a book. By February 23, I am going to have it read." They put
a starting date and an ending date. There is a blank column on the side to log
these in. Then if you say, "Hey, I didn't quite get there yet," there is a
reason. Or, "I'm ahead of schedule." Or, "I'm behind schedule." They share
that with me if they want to.

How can I make 'sure they did it? I guess, the way I will know is when they_
have finished the whole thing and they come in and say, "Here I am. Thanks.
I enjoyed it. It was interesting." They say, "Hey, can I come back and be
interviewed again?" Or, "Another tning, in my previous interview I just wasn't
real big on the area of empathy. Could I develop a SPAR in that area?" And .
you go from there.

Another thing we're using in Tulsa is the School Plan and Improvement Project,
which is published by Phi Delta Kappan. Everybody wants tO' maKe their school
a more productive and satisfying place. Of Course, it's what people interpret
being productive and satsifying to mean. And so, we use this document for a
principal to challenge his staff and his teachers and also for the superinten-
dent to challenge the school district superintendent. This,document is designed
to measure what people's perceptions are--how do-they see the place? How do

, they think it ought to be? People say, "Well, that's just a perception. They
don't understand." Well, it's the climate that results from their perceptions,
not from.what you say it is. If you believe this speech is interesting, then
it is. If you don't think it is interesting, then it isn't. Each oi you is
operating at different levels because I'm meeting different needs of different
people. It is your perception that counts, not how much or great. When I go
home, my _wife will say, "Well, how did you do?" I'll,say, "Well, let me check.
Let me see how many times the branches were up and,how many times the branches
were down." Hopefully, you will have done'that for me. Then, I'll know how
well I did because I'll know how much you were tuned in or tuned out.

From that kind of profile comes growth, growth based on the gaps between how
everybody in the school co-immunity sees it right now and how they think it ought
to,be. There's usually some distance between perceptions even if the school
is really good. Even if you are perfect, there is going.to be room for 'growth.
From that perspective you choose an area to improve, one or two areas within
the total schobl climate Profile which measures all kinds of things such as trust,
loyalty, opportunity for input, sharing, school renewal, even down to the plant--
the suitability or safety of the school plant, etc.

Based on all thts, the principal and his task force develop a School Plan and°
Improvement Project. The project may be for the school, but the work the

.administrator has to do to complete the project leads to his renewal. He's
motivated because he wants the school to be a productive and satisfying place
so he has to do some reading, talk to somebody, go to a meeting, do something
to find out more about that.
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INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN ADMINISTRATOR INVENTORY DOCUMENT (AID) PROJECT

The Department of Staff Development has just completed the development ol a structured
interview instrument known as the Administrator Inventory Document (AID). AID allows
practicing school principals to express their perceptions about school administration
in many different administrative theme areas such as delegatori catalyzeri group en-

- hancer, etc. Having completed the AID structured -!nterview the principal can decide
if they would like to imprOve their skills in one of the administrative theme areas
arri then woLk out a plan to do that wlth the Director of 'Staff Development. The

increasing levels of involvement that a principal can have with AID can be seen on
the following flow chart.

2.

INVOLVEMENT PHASES REACTION

Principal reads this flow. chart.
TIME REQUIRED: 1 to 2 minutes..

Principal raceives inforMation by
telephone abou, the AID project...

TIME REQUIRED: i0 to 15 minutes

3. Principal is interviewed in their
building using.AID and liStens to
tape. TIME REQUIRED: 2-3 hours..

Rejects idea and does not callL_J

----- Calls Directco: of Staff 'Develop-
ment for more information.

Rejects idea.

Agrees to be interviewed and
taped.

Asks that tape be erased. Ends
involvement in project.

I r,

l

* Alr

4. Afr analysis of the responses is given

1
to the principal.
TIME REQUIRED: 1 hour. 1.1-1k.

5_

: :110

Principal and Director of Staff ...'ir

Development develop SPAR. ..."

...--

TIME REQUIRED: 3 to. 10 hours. -----L Agrees to implement SPAR as
--1

developed,or modified. 1

_ _ _____. -- .=..----r.-2:.. _J

Does not complete SPAR and drops
out of project. Tape erased.

Listens to tape and asks that 1
his responses be analyzed.

Asks ,that tape be erased and
ends involvement with project.

Requests help in developing a
Self Performance Achievement
Record (SPAR).

Rejec.ts SPAR and ends involve-
ment with project. Tape erased.

6. ,Principal implements SPAR.
. .

TIME REQUIRED: 1 to 52 weeks.
. .

Finishes SPAR

Leaves project.

(::; .Asks to be re-
interviewed.

Developes new
SPAR



FROM A CONTINUING EDUCATION OFFICE
.

TO A STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

,r by

James Metzdorf
Coordinator, Staff Development

Jefferson County Schools, Colorado

In our district the first staff de'elopment activities were put together in
the 1960's aS a follow-up to what many people saw as a non-problem: that curric-
ulum was being implemented because curriculum was there to implement. Staff
development took the form of in-servicing of new science prngrams, new math
programs, new social studies programs, etc. At the time I ?joined the district,
after having been at the State department of education, many teachers, adminis-
trators, and board of education members began to feel this kind of thing needed
to be expanded. In mid-1973 a task force was formed to survey the thinking of
the district, to come up with otherideas that could be brought to bear on the
issue, and to determine what a staff development program should be. That led to
a task force report which outlined several dimensions of a staff development
program.

,

So, although an office called Continuing Education already existed, it was pri-
marily there to serve the administrative functions.and credit awarding ofthe
high school studeit teachers. It did not offer a systemized staff development.

In late. December of 1973, after the task force report was subMitted, we found
ourselves in a position to have an expanded staff .development office. We cur-
rently have about two and two-thirds full-time people who administer and coor-
dinate and otherwise manage the staff development program. It is our charge
to service all of the staff personnel in Jefferson County. 'That comes to 4,000
certificated people and about another,2,500 nOn-certificated people-. So our job
is really to,run a university within the distridt for about 7,000 people.

Prior to the extending of our staff development office, we focused almost wholly
on the implementation of district curriculum. We haven't lost that focus,.but
it has now,become broadened andrbecomes one of several foci, including personnel
growth. .Our basic assumption when we deal with people is that they .generally
believe in this idea and look at this kind.of change'as not necessarily negative.
In a district'that is confronted with many different changes.; that is sometimes'
a hard thing to Sell. We support personnel growth in terms of courses that might
be offered which relateto such. things as professional skills and knowledge in
the content areas, or skills that an individual might want to improve himself in,
or self-concept enhancement. In group development we then put this together and
as we deal with groups that might be a local school staff, a group of adminis
trators,. or some other kind of defined group of people, we see that the content
of those programs would be basically problcm-solving activities, ways of planping
and decision makingi-.ow to share responsibilities; and of course with that whole
thing, how to communicate with each other.

In.the activities of our staff development office, we offer cur, culum implemen--
tatiol and personnel growth support. Both of these have the incentive of
in-service credit or college Credit. . Our in-service credit does provide for
achiancement on the salary schedule. It is available for both administrators as
well as teachers, which.is part of a negotiated agreement However,for.every
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level increase, which is about 20 semester hours, half of those must have'been

college graduate credit; the other half could be undergraduate or in-service.

The other rest-lotion is that you can't move past the B.A. plus 40 level without

a master's degree. In those restrictions there are some forcing factors to work

with the colleges, contrary to what some of the colleges think--that we'are try-

ing to set up in direct competition with them.

In terms of building an area staff development, we have developed a pool of

facilitators or leaders out of the ranks of our own district. We try to identify

administrators as well as other people. As a.matter of fact, the primary facil-

itators we have found have come from our counselors, psychologists, and our

social workers. We have also found that reading teachers have provided a beauti-

ful resource pool-for us because they deal with the personnel within the school.

The group of about 25 people in whom we now have confidence in working with

other people has turned out to be one of our best administrator renewal agencies

because as they go out and work with building staff and principals to set up

in-service programs for the staff, they are essentially in-servicing principals

on how to conduct staff development in their own schools. They help to take the

load from the principal, allow him to be part of the participating group, and

thus allow the building principal to.gain some skills by seeing a model of those

The OA teams, or observation'al analysis rycle teams, are closely coordinated with

.our JCEA--Jefferson County Educational Assoriatlon. We have found you aren't

going to get anywhere in staff development far either teachers or administrators

withbut the support of the teacher association. We were fortunate in that the

fellow who worked with me was chairman of the Instructional Professional.Develop-

ment ComMittee of the association. He has continued his liaison with that group,

and they serve as a power base for many of our operations.

These teams can go out,and do observational .analysis cycles. Either an adminis-

trator or teacher or department chairman within the school may want someone to

come out and observe a proYam implementaticin or staff development activity.

This visitation may serve asonsite in-service for an administrator who wants

to find out how this sort of thing functions. The team is usually made up of,

two teachers plus a team leader who has trAining in facilitation skills and the

OA cyCle. Werever possible we try lo get principals involved in those obserya-

tion teams as long-as it does not affect the affective set Li- what is going ah in

the observation cycle.

We felt that in any system's approach the first step is always needs assessment-=,

trying to find out the problems, the wants, the needs in a systematic fashion.

We came into this in a very formalized sort of way. We did it both with teachers

.and administrators. I want to show you both of those because I think it is inter-

esting to get a comparison of what Was-rated high by teachers and what was rated

high oy administrators. I'll explain to you briefly how we did the administrative

one because I think the process may be of some value to yod as well.

The teachers' needs assessment was comprised of about 82 items that they were

supposed to check in order to give us information about whether their need'was to

maintain their skills, for their own growth,'-ptc. There were 1,375 respondents

out of about 3,000 teachers at that time. Wesecured a good number of respondents

becauSe we 'did do it through our local teacher's-association. Their building

representatives were the ones Who distributed the questionnaires, picked them op,

and then sent them back to us. Of those, there was a good.breakdown between -

junior, senior, and elementary; which makes this a fairly representative Sample of'

high-priority items.
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There were 103. out of 260 'administrators who responded to this needs assessment.
The concerns of the administrator's

were different from those of the teachers.
Evaluation of school personnel was a high item. Improving your role as an
instructional leader and improving the communication process in the school-7
building level concerns--whereas the teachers' Were naturally classroom levelconcerns.

We were, just implementing,an MBO process in the district, which led to the cli-
mate improvement, decision-making item coming out as a high priority. The waywe got at this was.to begin with meetings where we got all the.elementary prin- .cipals together. We asked them, first of all, to brainstorm all the descriptors
that they thought would.describe a good elementary school, all the descriptors
that would deScribe an administrator who had that kind of a building functioning, ,and then list those areas in which they felt they needed some .help in building
toward the goals that they had set in their.particular group. We then came outwith a list from the groups of elementary principals.

/ We did the Salm thing with the junior and senior highs. We had a committee from
the administrator'sassociation made up of nine people who represented variousjob roles. They brought this information together and...compiled it into what were
initially 13 items. We put some other items on it and'sent the questionnaire
back out again. During this stage,then, we found out where We should be going
with our administrator programs\ We did this on an area cluster basis to get
feedbaCk'from the area superintendents in terms of their programs.

As:we look back on the process we went through on.needs assessment, I have a
strong feeling that we should have tried to reach some kind of a balance between
the kind of organized administrative needs assessment that was cOnducted and eye
balling and listening. I think prObably that ifI gave you anyWords of advice
right now in getting started that you would.find it wouldAe muCh'better tc do
an assessment through the one-to-onehuman kind of a relationship rather than
through what many people see asta very open, impersonal sore of needs assessment.
I'm not sure it was worth all the energy.

-,It did give us a PR opportunity with the administrators. We could say, ".Hey, we
want to do something with you; we don't want to do it to you: We want to do it
either with you or not at all. We want to find out yOur concerns. We'don't want
to run out of solutions to non-problems." In our distribt-wide organizational
meetings for administrative renewal it also gave us a chance to focus'on the high
priorities.

We have gone through these processes which are still evolving.' For the future
we are currently working on an administrative development program which will look
at a formalized wayof treining new people to. get them into administrative jobs.

3



ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL TN A SMALL SCHOOL DISTRICT

by

D. James Pahlau
Diredtor of Instruction
Canor City, Colorado

Being from a small district with only 12 administrators, we decided that what-
ever renewal program we .devised should be uniOue to our district. Obviously
size would affect the type of administrative renewal program we set up..

Why haye an administrative renewal program in the first place? Whenever I get
stumped on something like that I always go back to Webster. .Webster says that
"renew" means to ma'ke or become new, fresh or strong again. He'is asSuming
that we were all new, ,fresh, strong in the first place, which I would like to
assume also. Renewal Will give us that opportunity to become fresh, strong,
'and new again and, hopefully, will combat those times when things do go wrong.

The,rationalt: -r developing'administrative programs can be varied of courSe,
and I think it s ear.:Ji individual district differently, jn our case, when I.
came ,to the district three years ago as Dtrector of Special Services, I was
interested in the area of comprehensive planning, and so itfit into my tasks
to nose around the district a little. I discovered, for instante, that of the
12 administrators, only four of us.had ever been administrators outside the
district. We'd heverseen action,in a setting.other than the one Aere we Were.
*working right now. I also found through interviews with principals that there
Was'3 general feeling of being stifled. They felt that they hadn't been able
to.grow, there as an unrest. They seemed to be indicating to me a need for
renewal,.and they wanted to have that ,,:portunity.

'Perhaps it won't always'work to.have somebody from the outside' take an objective'
look, but I think that we must always be concerned 'to discover actual fleeds.
Are people really trying to tell me something in their activities and behaviors
if I listen closely? Maybe they don't say it verbally, but are they saying
something in non-verbaT 'types of communitation? That was the rationale behind
our starting' an administrative reneWal program.. Frankly, it wasn't even called
that. We had never.heard of it until Ed Frehner visited us one day. We subse-
queritly adopted that title. We. have obviously found that the.,concept is attrac-
tive and works, and we're calling it an administrative renewal program.

How do you'O'rganize or put together an administrAtive renewal program in a dis-
trict where you have 12.administrators? .The key is' the leader. Superintendents
can either assume this role .or they can appoint someone on their staff to assume
that function'. That was the case tn our district: I was not appointed, but.I
asSumed the position as part of a role that seemed.to fit iny job function any-
how.

Then, the leader should bring his staff along with him as he goes. We did not
follow some of the suggested patterns, in having a task force,. for example;
because We were 4,small district. 'We meet weekly 'as a group.of 12, and it's
a,pretty close group to begin with. But a leader must bring them along, have
informal discussions, involve them, give them a sense of oWnership, allow thew..
to see' the real valuein administrator renewal
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Of course, you should have some way of assessing the needs and the talent that
is in your district. We put 90 percent weight on a paper and pencil instrument
and 10 percent on an interview. Many times an interview with personnel-can
give you an idea of their needs as they see it individually, and as they see it
as a district. It can also give you ap indication of their talent.

We sent out to the principals a statement which listed a number of knowledge
areas or function areas. We asked them to rate these.on a scale of four as
they saw their importance to the district. 'What do yOu think the district should
be looking at'in- the next few years? What should we be prepared for? I sum-

marized thic,information. Then they completed another form identifying them-
selyes.according to name, position, and so on and so forth. The remainder of

the form sought information about specific talents or abilities. For instance,

do you have any/special training, knowledge, experience in the area of sensitiv-

ity to students or student needs? From these various knoWledge areas, each
administrator identified his experience, his interest areas, and his feelings.

sUmmary of this information gave us an overall picture of what talent we had
and what interests there were. I think the process would be more workable in a

larger district. When you only have 12 people, you are not drawing from a very,

large talent bank.

Because so many had not been administrators in other areas, they were very
reluctant to cheek any of the three experience ,columns. Consequently, all of

our available talent was not revealed on paper.

These initial efforts have prepared us for the present phase 'in which we are
individualizing cur administrative renewal program more. We have a good base-

line to review in talking to administrators about what they saw a year or so-
ap, what they,see now, and what they would like to change. They fbund, finally;

that sensitivity to student needs was the number one priority; then diagnosis

and feedback procedures, and special education; and then two tied for third

place--carriculum development and program coordination, .and conflict interven-
.

tion.

Since we are very limited in resources, we reall9 attacked number one; anything

we could gain .in numbers two and three as spin-off we gained it.

Our number one need was sensitivity to students,.but really, what are, students

but people. Was there an in-service program that we could provide for ourselves,

any renewal.program that.aimed at understanding or being sensitive to the needs

of people? We decided to approach it from the view of transactional analysis.

That set the stage for our activities and deterMined.the resources that we needed

to help us in our administrative renewal program.'.

I found that the administrators had wanted to do this for a long time, but the

gate was never opened. We.didn't individualiZe much in that first portion of'

our administrative renewal program. We had a TA expert come in and, spend some

time talking with us. I asked him to-explain to Us,how TA would help.,us be

sens.itive to the needs of people. How it would. helii us in conflict intervention.

How it would help us'in developing curriculum, and so on and so forth.

Then we followed up. We tried to individualize a little by providing individual

resources for people to come back to any time they wanted ta. We provided TA

resources, :filmstrips, reading material. About three months after our initial
inrservice training, each administrator was given a sack of ten little "warm

f6zZies." These-are a little ball, and they have sticky feet on. them. The

instructions were, "You must give away each of your ten warm fuizies with a warm

3
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fuzzy.' In other Words, you 'had to physically give someone a warm fuzzy, tell
him what a warm,fuzzy is and what it means for you to give it, and hopefully
receive in return some expression that the gift he received made him feel good.
The reaction to the.activity was quite favorable.

b':The other important follow-up Was the continuous evaluation of our in-service
'-or renewal program Immediately after our'first renewal exercise., we asked for
il evaluation. Nine weeks later and three months:later, we asked the same
questions and compared the results. In the.area Of being sensitive to people,
they increased their ability. They say they are finding out more and more ,and
intended to find out more about TA.

We had some weaknesses in our program. I thirlk our greateSt weakness was that
I !1idn't use the' KISS principle--"Keep it Simple Stupid," I did not keep it
simple enough. I think that is important, especially in a small district like
ours. Keep it simple, fluid, so it can moVe. When you have an administrative
renewal program operating, you aren't going to have any trouble keeping it going
because itgenerates unbelievable interest and desire on the part of the 'admin-
istrators. They don't want to.let it gO. They see it as something that is ,

valuable, and that's what. I am experiencing.right now.



PRINCIPALS ARE SKEPTICAL;
LEADERSHIP IS THE KEY

by

Dr. Charles R. Hough, Principal
Ingraham* High School
Seattle, Washington

.The principal i5 the key operating officer in a school district, similar to
your regimental or battalion Commander in a military operation. You tan have'
the bes.;; general in the world--the superintendent--but unless you have a good,
well-trained,'and dedicated cadre of lower ranking,officers, you aren't going
to conduct a very good campaign. You can remove them or fire them, b.ut'unles's
you give. those .people some opportunities to develop leadership along the'way,
you are still not goingto operate very well as a commander.

Now then, how can westimulate that person to improve himself or herself? I

think .again we have to proceed on some assumptions and the first assumption is
that peoPle want to learn. Basically, people in education are willing to learn.
Thdy willTextend themselves to acquire some retraining, to make themselves a
better person.in the particular job they occupy.

But any program that comes along must make some sense. Principals are quite

skeptical of:,things that they per;ceive to be jmposed upon them. From my:experi-

ence I havefound that principals. may resist ideas or programs because they

really doet feel they had any part n developing them. A program for adminis-
trative xenemiLT, then, must be applicable to where the person is in the job and

applicable!to what he.is doing.

TO stimulate renewal activities. requires the essential ingredient of leadership.

That leadership must come primarily from the superintendent with his or her com-

mitment, and then be transferred on down to the leader of whateyer group set up
to renew or restimulate the operating principal. The operating principal, for

his part, sees that the program is applicable not ohly to where he is at the

time,.but.'Where he sees himself'going.

Now then, what are °some of the necessary rewards that should be built 'into the

system? Although learningjor itself.is sufficient reward, I think principals

are skeptical. They wonder if something is really going to work. Knowledge

unto itself may notA)e altogether sufficient. I do think that rewards are nec-

essary. And one of the essential qualities,of the leader who is selected or
emerges is salesmanship. The product must be a gond and honest one, and the
leader must have integrity in the selling of that prOduct.

One of the principal rewards he has to sell is the idea of 'the collegial fellow-

ship. Principals oftentimes feel lonely in the operation of their jobs. . They

feel that they soMetimes are not supported and that they,need other people of

like minds with like.projects to talk to, to speak about, to get some ideas, to

get theMselves told that they are all wet, or have themselves patted on the bac:'..

And in a good leadership model I propose to yoU that a collegial fellowship,
..ollegial association, whatever name you want to call ,it, is essential. Without

that many programs tend to fail.
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Another reward that does come about through the acquiring of knowledge is that
knowledge means power. In our district with the increase in knowledge certain
power has seemed to accrue to the principals engaged in administrative renewal
and to the principalship in general. Now this may be a'dangerous result. P'wer
must be used properly. We must always think in terms of what is best for the
school district because without that kind of basic premise, I think any school
district is in trouble.

Here again we come to the basic questiol of leadership and the basic question of
the superintendent's commitment to the particular program in whiLh we are
engaged. The nojor suggestion for the superintendents would be to set your
boundaries for administrative renewal, select as your leader a person that is
capable of providing leadership, a salesman, and yet basically well founded,'
and let your principals go.

/.



ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL
AS PART OF AN INTERMENATE SCHOOL MODEL

by

Dr. Richard E. Marr
Director of Personnel

Alvord, California School District

In an effort to develop a new approach to educational leadership functions in

secondary school principals--that is what our whole project is designed for--
the Alvord administrative staff designed what we thought was a unique concep-

tualized plan for individualized continuing eduCation for its principals. The

individualized continuing education, or ICE, was the original Kettering thrust
in which the administrator looked at himself, decided what he needed to do, and

from,there took it to our district administration.

The plan's conceptualization stemmed from several critical assumptions.with respect

to the secondary schools today. When I say "today," I am talking about the period

of five years that we've been in the program. The end result of our particular

program document here was the intermediate school-to-be; so many of my comments

today will be directed toward the intermediate school, although all of our

secondary principals are involved in this--the intermediate and high school ,\

principals plus our district administrators.

At the time I joined the program as a high school principal,,the district had

been in the ICE for two years. We made these critical assumptions at that.time.

They may fit your particular design in yo..ir district or State or they may not,

but they did in our particular situation. First, the qualitative status of

secondary school leadership was not acceptable.' This assumption inclOdes those

middle.schools which serve early adolescent youth--the schools to which our

',district project addressed itself. The need for change in secondary school

institutions was so urgent that improved.leadership for the status quo would

only serve to inhibit the progress. Second,-it was assumed that education for

leadership must occur within the framework of institutional change in order to

sustainitself. The systematic process,of education and leaderShip must be in

harmony with the dynamics of institution change which it is to sustain.. Third,

the modei :secondary institution for urban youth has not yet emerged, or at least

we felt it had not at that time. The junior high segment remains largely dis-

functional. Youth at the onset of adolescence in American culture require a

protective intervening institution which also mediates between early adolescence,

social psychology, and the dislocation of its culture. Finally, curriculum

components of the ideal education program intended to intervene for youth to

protect them and at the same time articulate the educational system are at best

unclear. Sufficient knowledge respecting the needs of early adolescence and

how to fulfill these needs is at.hand so that it is possible to establish a solid

theoret:cal.base for sdund educational programs.

The central problem for the realization of sound educational programs was to

develop educational leadership which could apply such knowledge while at the

same time maintain institutional change. By that we simply meant that in our

particular situation we felt that we were stagnated, our schools were stagnated,

and we were tryirg to figure out how we could motivate a change in the school.

Initially we had to determine how to motivate change in the administrators in

charge of those particular institutions. The answers to tne question "Leader-

ship for what?" must therefore be incorporated into any in-service.program
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designed to improve educational leadership. Since the new behaviors manifesting
leadership must themselves be institutionalized, the administrative staff in
our district proposed to construct and implement a model middle school, which
I refer to here, and which would serve as a vehicle for the administrative in-
service for all our secondary administrators. The developing model would provide
contextual aspects of a merging parallel in-service program for each adminis-
trator in the building.

Basically we started trying to Identify the needs of our particular district, the
needs of our particular administrators, and then we had to get into a conceptual.
statement: "How are we going to implement.these kinds of things?" As we come
up with a model program, which is our mOdel intermediate school, how do we develop
leadership functions within that program and what kind of leadership behavior
are we looking for?

This is what we originally developed as a guide. I'm going to refer to seven
areas in the model intermediate school that we identified as far as what needed
to be done. When the time came for us to build a. new intermediate school, what
would we wal,t in there? The first of course was the,Alvord community--and under
this we wanted,to look at the history,*the sucio-economic level, and the educa-
tional needs of t: youth Wthin the prOgram. The ...,econd area we looked at was
the early adolescent youth--and under this was.the nature of early adolescents
and their apparent needs, educational implications of the nature of early ado-
lescence, and the learning theory applications of early adolescence. All this
we wanted to incorporate into the school and, into the curriculum that we were
goirg to develop. The third area, which. I became quite involved in personally,
was the goals of the institution--and,this would refer to the paramount goals,

.

the curriculum goals, and the guidance program within'the iftstitution. The
fourtharea was the conceptual framework of the human relations school, thais
the thrust of the Kettering Foundation prOject, i.e., the humane cliMate is pri-
mary. The fifth area was the governance of the school, and this was broken
into two areas--the decision-making process for administration, curriculum, and
guidance, and the evaluation prbcess for administration, learning, and teachiny.

The last area was the educational progra6--and Jiis was where we got into the
curriculum and grouping particular curriculum areas together. As part. of this
effort we .sent four_of our principals to different districts throughout the
United States. One that impressed us was the Tulsa District.

We were to develop these areas over a three-year period, which it did take.
We felt there was a need- for an administrative renewal program, we developed
a bible chart that we went by, we developed our needs, our statements, o
institutional goals, and our model--the vehicle of the intermediate sch ol.
We allowed our administrators of each of our sites to develop their own in-
service activities, but these.would be linked to some phase of the development
for the actual model program.

The rationale for developing such a program in our school district was basically
to increase the profesSional growth of the site and tile district administration.
The in-service of the same group of seven administrators was designed for the
improvement of the curriculum in schools so we could have some direct result
for students. The district model then became this vehicle
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How did we get this far? Through a step-by-step process procedure. We fir,l

got together and started brainstorming, an wxellent technique in which every-

thing is accepted and nothing is rejected. Then,we set priorities and began

developing our model. NeXt were the meetings and the seminars where we took

the ideas from our brainstorming sessions and put them to work. We also took

our own in-service activities ahd brought these to the meetings dnd seminars to

bounce them off one anothertecause it was valuable input. We were dll in the

same kind of position, alllhad the same kinds .0 responsibilities. It's amazing

what you can get from your own colleagues. There is a lot of expertise among

.your own people when you draw it out in this method. The other area that we

participated in at that time was the CFK Limited National Conferences where we

did get consurts and the associates that were affiliated with CFK,' and now it

iS a cadre--the CFK is no longer in existence. Then we each had our own internal

commitments to do something. I believe this was probably the main,thrust. If

a-,person is not himself committed to change or will not look at himself, he is

not going to help anyone else.

Each of us took an area of responsibility in curriculum development ot goals and

bjectives, etc. That became our in-service. For example, our Director of

Pupil ersonnel Services developed the entire guidance portion with his staff

for the model 'intermediate school. One of the high school principals at that

time was into curriculum; so he developed the entire curriculum end. He did that

with the cooperation' of our whole committee several times, and it was rewritten.

,probably 15 different 'times to get it into its final forM.

l was involved with'development of SPARS--the Self-Performance Achievement Record

fur admiffig-twtors. This originally started'as the quality performance program

and resulted in a self-teaching document which I co-authored.* We developed

this document aS a self-instructional tool to help administrators develop a

personalized renewal program in which they start at the first page; and by

the time they get to the last page, they have their,program totally developed.

My persoOl experience with an in-service project was with a high school that

was very.traditional, very closed, and a staff that had been there fur a lbri9

time and were pretty set in their own ways. I. started before the Stall Bill of

California was passed requiring all teachers to develop their goals, and objet-

Lives and be evaluated by them. I-t was pretty difftcult to get teachers to

volunteer, and we did everything on a voluntary hasis. Our whole collegial team

was on a voluntary basis. No principal or administrator was forced to be involved

in t-js. It was, strictly their.wanting to do something about it, about them-

selves. So I asked the staff how many wanted to participate in the field-testing

of this particular document. Out of a Staff of 85, 1 got 15 which I didn't feel

VMS too bad as .a starter.

It was extremely interesting how contagious it became--to the point where the

staff 'were coming to me and asking me to take them through it. By the time two

years had 'gone by, I had 95 percent of the staff put through that p6rticular

program. When the Stall Bill came in there was no particular threat to them

at all. jhey felt very comfortable in writing goals and objectives because

part of.the SPAR document contains a form for,stating goals, activities,

objectives, and for evaluation.

*Available through...the Cadre Publication Company
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From that point, we took the SPAR dnd field-tmted it in nine districts through-
out the United States. I personally went to Garden City in Kansas and
Washington, D. C. We then took the field test information from the distrits
and came out with the final publication on the SPAR. T would encouragg you if
you go into an administrative renewal program to get hold of one of these. It
is well worth your time and effort.

In any staff development process, the district collegial team and the leadership
of a district superintendent are extremely important. If your superintendent
is not with you, you've got problems. Two years ago at Vale we ineited 35
superintendents to come. It Was a real eye opener for them, for praticing site
administrators. It probably was one of the best things that habpéned.because714
brought people together from districts that had been working together for sevei,a1
years but really never got together as a collegial team. It opened.the eyes of,
the superintendents to the support they really need. You can have all of the desire
in the world to change and do something, but if you don't have that .support from
the top, then you have problems.

In looking at the short and long-range administrative renewal resUlts, I would
say from my own observation and participation in it that it has drawn all of us
together, not just people who participated in the project, but all of our dis-
trict administrators. We have gone through the different techniques of brain-
storming, of SPAR. Each administrator asked if I would come in and work With
their staff as I did with my own high school staff. Every teacher in our district
has been through our SPAR program and knows how to write goals and objectives.
I think it has really brought a closeness to all of us in the administrative
level, and I would like to think within the teacher level. We have developed
a comradeship and mutual respect for each other that was not there before.

Many times we get wrapped up in our own buildings not knowing or caring what
they are doing across town. This program aflowed us to see what was happening
and allowed us to share ideas With one another. I think the tangible evidence
of this came last year when we went through a critical board election and the'
teacher's association had finally manifested enough influence to elect four
members out of our five board members.

Through the great personal risk of putting their jobs on the line, our collegial
team did just that. We went to the community and talked about programs; we
approached-things in a very professional way, and I think our public relations
improved about 1,000 percent. We let people know just what was going on. As
a result some members of the community got extremely involved. The result was
that a grand jury investigation took place, and they came close to indicting
three members of our board of education for acts that they had performed in our
:executive sessions. These members were ousted in the election, and we felt it
was a direct result of the cohesiveness that we had as an *administrative team to
stand up and be counted. I don't think this would have happened if we didn't
have the closeness and kinship that we felt as administrators going through many
things of this nature.

Some strengths were developed, thinfls that were of benefit to our particular
administrative renewal program. Regularly spaced seminars gave continuity to
the district project. We needed to strengthen individual guidance between
the monthly seminars. Interacting and dividing into groups provided occasions
to share. (he members came together from their different groups and bounced
off each other what they were studying and developing in their own buildings.
We used consultants, people who offered some expertise in decision making, models,
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and the Delphi technique--a lot of things you can use as model's within your
building to test the climate. Our School -Climate document gives many instru-
ments in measuring what is the climate within the school, what is going on, what
areas need improvement. This has been expanded to a dfstrict level called the
School District Climate paper. They have been field-tested and used, and they
are verrvalid.

Even though the superintendent is the main leader, you flave to have some.other
leadership expertise in the process. Through your in-service activities, Stour
leadership emerges. These people become experts and can take a leadership role.
You are missing the boat if you don't have that particular kind of resource.
the process of following individual interests and needs is one of the strongest
aspects of the program.



REPORT OF THE IPOD--THE
INTERSTATE PROJECT ON'DISSEMINATION

by

Mrs. Virginia Cutter
Director, Division of Dissemination

Texas Education Agency

When we went to Washington to secure a compilation of the federal legislation con-:;
cerning education, we found it did not exist. However,. the President's Committee
was involved in compiling the federal education legislation; so we were able to.work
with some draft documents they.had prepared. Our analysis was based on these ..

draft documents, but we also did go to the regulations concerning the ,legislation .

We established three ground rules for our analysis.of dissemination activities
at the federal level. First of all, we did look for the word "dissemination"
or "disseminate" within the legislation. It seemed to .us ttlat if Congress, in
its wisdom, mandated a research and development activity or program, they implied
a dissemination activity. Surely they did not mandate research and.development
and intend for the results to be placed upon a shelf. We- also looked for program
development kinds of mandates because again it seeMed to us that very clearly
with the program develbpment mandate, there was an implication of dissemination
for what had been.developed.

We did turn up some interesting things. Nowhere 'could we find the definition of
what was meant.by dissemination. Although there was'. no definition of dissemina-
tion, there were 208 requirements for dissemination--either directly stated or
very clearly implied--which were given to 54 different agencies. I'm not really
'sure whether President Ford knows he has.a legislati've mandate to disseminate
some educational information; he surely does% The LEA's also have a legislative
mandate to disseminate some educational information. Some districts of course
have a number of such mandates. State departments of education have a tremendous
number of such mandates, but we counted the 57 States and territories as only
one agent. Congress has said.some 54 different.kinds of agencies, including
adfsory groups, must disseminate information about education. We found 12 different
kirkds pf,dissemination that you could group and categorize, ranging from things
that,Were very clearly public information to things that had to do with research
repörts evaluative results, and transporting programs from one place to another.

Sixteen target groups could be peeled out of this mass of legislation, ranging
from the general to the very specific.. Parents and teachers were.frequently men-
tioned as target groups.. We f6und 125 statutoryrequirements with no regulations
to carry out those requirements, and we found 15 regulations for, which we. weren't
able to go back and find the statutory requirements. ,Our report contains a number
of further breakdowns of thT.:..c. -We tried to bring`you the larger categorizations
of what we found in our study of the legislation and the regulations.

The third task we had dealt with planning framework. Obviously when you are talk-
ing about building a planning framework for dissemination, you need an extensive'
study of literature. We went into the literature on cHange and tried to become
familiar with what was said about how.to bring about change in the role of dissem-
ination. We went into everything we could find on current descriptions of what
was going on in State education agencies and dissemination. .We reviewed those
nationwide efforts in dissemination. So our framework was based on the documents
from the earlier work of our project as well as the documents mentioned here.
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The framework we conceiitA is na a model nor a how-to manual. You cannot pick
up the framework and find out how to set up a dissemination organization.. What
you Can do with our planning.framework ls use it to see what we have identified
as some important dissemination activities and resources. .It does provide some
definitions and examples. It does discuss some management issues: We think it
really.js a planning framework that could be used by a State in examining its'
own operation.

Before I. discuss the framework any further., I should like to'share with you the
definition that we finally adopted in the project. When we use the word
"dissemination" now, it has two very important characteristics. Dissemination
is a two-way process basic to communication'. By communicating.the educational'
needs and problems among those in-the local diStricts, among those who are going
to produce the knowledge, and among:those who are going-Ao transfer the knowledge,
the disseminator must consider both the needs Of the user of information as well
as the contents of the resource base which relate to those Deeds. The dissem-
inator must then facilitate.both the identifiCation of needs and the-uses of the

.knowledge base.

Our framework has three sub-components for a dissemination program in a State
education agency and perhaps by implication in the federal agencies dr in a
local agency. First of all,.the information componenthere has all kinds of
information in it--statistical :Inds of :information, evaluative kinds of infor-,
mation, nesOurce reports, descriptions Of 'promising practices; all.kinds of infor-
mation and knowledge. Whatever can be packaged in.some way and transmitted to
somebody is included in the first big Component of a dissemination system. The

second component of a dissemination.system is the linkage. This one is harder
to talk about. A book can be a ,link because it can link the knowledge base with
the person who is going to use it; but much more than that, an intermediate unit
canbe a linker. For example, a 5tate department of education consultant can
be a linker. A principal in alocal district can be a linker.

These,two components are easier to talk about than the third one. As. much as

we would like to think.that everybody is out there waiting to use information,
our experience has shown there must be incentives for people to use information7,
The incentive component of a disseMination system is made up of a variety of
fhings. In some of your States the'incentive for the inforMation base might'be
the legislative mandate for accountability, or it might be your State board of
education mandate for competency-based regblatioh requirements, or it might be

the fact that you have Title IV ffonies for certain kinds of priority:projeCts,

and so grants and monies of course can certainly become in.centives.

Now these three componentS need not be in- one office. That is the last thing

from our minds. The whole dissemination system requires a-management Component
which puts it all together, but not all in one office or under one person: It

does mean planning a total operation rather than separate bits and pieceS.

From our study we prepared a list of policy recommendations for a variety of audiences.

We'felt the edUcational community should adopt 4 consistent statement of an expanded

scope fon dissemination activities. We felt that State education agencies should
recognize djssemination as a major,function, in fact a unifying force:in many
cases, and move toward development of a coordinated, ihtegrated system within

each State educational agency. .We felt that the roles and responsibiljties of
those organizational units; primarily the Office of Education and the NIE, those
organizational UnitS .under the Assistant Secretary for Education should be clearly.
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delineated in relation to disseMination. We certainly felt that State education
agencies, and in some cases local education agencies; were a mirror of the frus.-
tration and the ,confusion that We sawhat the federal level.

'We.felt that a plan for a nationwide.system for sharing educational.knowledge
be developed and be implementeda .nationwide sharing system, not a national

.dissemination system that implies being federally organized and orchestrated.
We very Much felt that a nationwide,sharing system should be pTanned but that
local education agencies, tegional labs and centers, and State education agencies
should have a role equal to that of the federal government. We, felt that adequate
resources should be allocated or reallocated for dissemination activities at both
the State and federal levels, and that legislation shbuld encourage the develop-
ment of an agency-wide dissemination function at all levels. Another recommenda-
tion, which was aimed primarily at the NIE and the USOE, said thatin toordinF,-
tion with the dissemination leadership project, which is a separate project.from
the, interstate project oh dissemination, the NIE and USOE should provide the
identification or development of technical assistance by States as they develop
dissemination capabilities. We do have a problem in dissemination, primarily
because it is an art and a science very much in its infancy as' far as staffing
and training.

We also suggested that programs of in-service and pre-service training should
be developed and,funded. We felt there were three major areas in regard to this
policy recommendation that needed attention. First, we felt that any programs
in pre-service or in-service should train or develop personnel in State educa-
tion agencies for dissemination efforts. Second, we felt keenly that future
teachers'and administrators should be trained to use information from research
development and practice to help them in decision making or professional develop-
ment. Third, wefelt that pre-service and in-service programs should be developed
td assist administrators and teachers in using knowledge for program.improvement..

Out final recommendation concerned the dissolution of IPOD,.the Interstate Project
on Dissemination. We had served our purpose, but we thought that periddically
a similar group like the Interstate Project on Dissemination should .be 'refunded
to re-evaluate dissemination every so often. .

We also specified some action steps. Briefly, I shall mention a few of them to
you. State education agencies' should adopt.a policy recognizing dissemination
as a major State education agency function.. We also felt that the ftamework that
came from the Interstate Project on Dissemination would be a very good tool.for
them to Lake inventory. The framework itself should be assigned to some high7
ranking staff member in the State-&lucation agencrfor review and follow-up.
As.an inventory was taken, the State education agencies could Move toward a
coordinated agency-wide system.

We suggested some action steps for the two majcr units at the federal
the Office of Education and the National Institute of Education-. The Offfce,
of Education should become familjar with the interstate project on ,disseMination
report and its recommendations. It should provide guidelines within the Office
ofEducatio'n encouraging the integration of dissemination. We recommended that
the legislative analysis we had done be updated periodically, and we also .

recommended to the Office of Education that.they attend closely to that legis-
lative analysis and to their regulations and keep them updated. We thought that
the 'Office of Education could use the planning framework that we pUt Logether
for State education agencies as a tool to inventory in the Office of Education
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the variout dissemination activities they are, engaged in. We thoUght thatit
was estential that the Office Of Education work closely with theNational
Institute of Education.

We thought that the NIE; rather than.being programmatically involved in
disseMination as is the Office of Education, should be involved in technical
assistance,aspects, an&that the NIE coulecertainly.support.those kinds of
mechanisms that are needed for two-way sharing. From the State education agency
perspective,.a natibnwide sensing network on'needs, future needs, current needs,
is as Important as the-resource base. .The two-way.sharing is very important.
We thoughtthat the NIE could be aleader in planning and building the nationwide
system that we had recommended, but the NIE, in fact, needed, internally within
itself, to adopt.a broader definition of the scope of dissemination,and certainly
that the NIE should be working with the U.S. Office.of Education,

,Somebody told us when we got to our action steps that we stopped preaching and
started meddling, buttit never had stopped us on any of our other activities sb
we Went right ahead. We can't claim the .:redit completely for the creatibn of the
Dissemination Policy Council, but I think we Might hate'encouraged its formation

.

a bit earlier perhaps than it would have been. Back inthe fall Assistant
Secretary for Education, :Virginia Trotter, establthed this dissemination policy
Council compbsed of -Mir members. They are charged with defining some national
policies for the dissemination system. This group has been very adtive. In
January they established what they call the DAG group--the'Dissemination Analysis.
Group. This.group, funded by?.0E and NIE, has 12 people on it--repretentatives from.

.

all agencies. We have some people who are from research, from development, from-
academic communities, frail a consulting'firm, from.State agencies..

I hope many of you were among the people who received a letter from Assistant
Secretary Trotter asking for your ideas about dissemination.and what kinds of
recommendations you wbuld have for helpingthe federal bureaucracy to develop
regulations and guidelines to help you make your job easier. DAG is developing
some papers for contiearation by the policy counciL for some options that they
might take. This group is presently inviting, widespread input. They want to
hear from local school people about some of the problems that are created by
'some of the federal dissemination regulations. They are seeking reactions from
SEA's, from intermediate units, from labs. Right how, there are,about ten areas
needing;change which have been identified by this group, and we're in the process
now of developing what are.being called "decision options." Over these next few
weeks; some ofjou may be.asked for yourresponse--which of these options do you
think would have the most impact, the least, and that kind of thing. Finally,
from this survey, papers will.be developed and submitted to the Dissemination
Policy'Council. They, in turn, will recommend changes in regulations, changes
in organization, changes in legislation to AssistantSecretary for Education
Trotter.

In November, the Council fbr Chief State'School Officers did adopt the policy
statement which does recognize dissemtnation as a majorjunction of a State
education agency. It does point to the_importance of an agency-wide system, and
it does ask for some coordination at the federal level to help make our Job
easier.
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COLLEGES CAN HELP IN
ADMINISTRATIVE RENEWAL

..by

Dr. Lyle Mullens
Associate Dean

College of Education
Northern Arizona University

If a.base of trust and mutualrespect is present between the colleges and uni-...--
versiOes and the school, the colleges .or universities can be of help to the

. Schools in establishing a staff development or administrativerenewal plan.
'I don't fhink colleges and universities con come in and say, "We just happen
to have a plan for you," but they can help to develop.a-plan. I was very pleased
yesterday when I kept hearing over and. over again, "Tbe school's plan to utiliie
he talent in the' school." Local initiative is esSential to.the success of admin=
istrative renewal. The collegesand universities may offer:advice to the school
'in assessing the available skills and eXpertise, and it may be necessary for .

the school to go outside to get some additional help; but they should go outside
only.if the capabil'ty does not existwithin their own school personnel. I think
too often schools have gone' outside of their own districts seek help when the
necessary exper- se dnd.talent waS right there, and theyshould have Leen using
iz.

Aikewise, I think that the colleges and universities will need to assess the
skills'and exPertise they have and make these resources known to the public schools
so that schools can effectively use the ex-pertise in personnel as well as material
available at-the university. 'It may.be guitenecessary forthe school tO supple-.
ment the resources they may have within their own district not frordjust colleges
and universities but from outside too, from the business' community and other
areas.

,
.

.

Another very important factor in administrative renewal from the standpoint of
otivation is to set a good example. I'm afraid that colleges and universities
fall'down miserably there. _We have to renew ourselves before we can be of help
to the public schools. If this happen's; then I think that this respect that'
I talked about before will be tliere, and the public schools will feel more com-
fortable'in seeking out our help.: Another dreathat touches onthis--it isn't
necessarily directly attached to it7-is that somehow j think'that we at the
colleges and universitieS are going to have to make the young peOple trained
to be administrators aware of the need for administrative renewal. You can
no longer take 24 to 30 hours of cOurse work or get another degree and go out

--.,- and say, "Now I am set for the rest of my Life. I am ready.to administer Skills."
You may be able to 'for.a very short:time,-b t educational administration train-
ing programs have to build awareness obsol scence. My area.happens to be school
law, a field that is changing so rapidly, sometimes in theemiddle of the course .

I have to rescind something I said at the beginning just to keep up on it. So,
I think we have to do a better job of making these youngsters aware of the need
for administrative renewal. I think they in turn can motivate the more mature
administrators--not the old ones, but the mature ones--to.movealong the line

. 1)f enovation, to re-create cOntinuously as educational leaders.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITHIN
A STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

by

Robert F. Frazier
Director of Professional Development

Arizona Educaticd Association

I
We are unique as a State association since we're'still. an education association.
'We _have teacher, administrator, and university personnel membership in the associa-
tion and so cater to three unique needs: We,are also unique among the States
in L'-,-at we maintain.a broad-based program. Right now, that professional develop-
ment concerns-mainly teacher in-serviceeducaiion. And o that end, we have ,

a full range of programsinstituted'primarily for the teachers in the:State.
Some of the subject.matter and some of the format-could easily,be adapted tO
meet administrator needs. At this point in time I would say the role Of the
State. association is very similar to the role ofState departments of educa7
tion as 4.facilitator and a resource organization.' 'We have our.own connecting:
links into the schools and have developed models, based on teacher needs, that
have proved useful.

The workshops that we conduct for various districts around the State relate' more
to a hands-on experience than to a theory base. The teacher leaves that session
with the working tools, the working materials, and some working ideas to Out
immediately into effect in the classroom. Like the California model, we're
trying to individualize for teachers in our State--trying to meet individual
educator needs as opposed to putting groups of people together. Particularly
in a State like Arizona and in the other ten western States, an individualized
model for in-service is perhaps the one that will be the most effective for
administrative renewal. We have been in the process of collecting'needs assess-
ments and trying to get our locals to use these needs ass,nsments before they
draw up programs. So programs are'targeted for whatever is a current individual
concern and hopefully some collective concern within a given district.

We have a.new project on teacher centered professional development conceived
from the British Model of teacher centers. 'We are trying'to establish teacher
centers in every building in every district in the State. If/you have read,
anything on teacher centering, you know that this becomes a resource, a multi-
faceted resource not only of print materials.but of people. /Ideally the in-
service occurs during the teaching day enabling our program/personnel to be
.staffing and scheduling, and allowing them to build in some flexibility,. so
tbat when there is'an individual need to learn something/different, to create
something different, to:work on 8 problem in a reasonable,length of time, the

,rescurces can be made aVailable. As part of this plan/I Would See the State
association in cooperation with a number of State agen,Cies and the.universities
attempting to put resources. I'm thinking primarily oi print resources, on site

within a reasonable length of time to meet individua/T or small-group needs.

7
A people resource also exists within both the State association and the State
department of public education. Two similar tadres are maintained who' continuaTly
'identify, on the teacher level, people with strengths.whocan relate to their
colleagues, who have something to show or tell them. They.then provide the
opportunity for these people to 9et tOgether with the people who have needs,
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either in a formalized program setting or on an ndTvidualized basis.. The State
department has gone further with this, actually putting a person out in a.class-
room or in a school setting for a week to two weeks to work through a unit or
work through a project. I think this procedure has much merit.

At some level resources to be exchanged need to be identified, managed, and made
ava'ilable so that there can be this interchange.of information. In brief, then,
I see the State association as a facilitator; and I see a State association as
a pioneer in providing ome leadership, testing out some new models, trying to
suryey vthat the immediate concerns are, and then locating people to service these.
Financially we are stuck with doing.it group-wise initially, but we are getting
discussion motivated and helping.schools devote some Of their time and talent
to in-service edutation. We have a feeling when it comes to teacher in-s,ervice,
and Imould-assume it would apply to administrator in-service, that it's ncit
necessarily a.question f dollars coming into thg schools but of a reallocation
of the existing resources and of the staff time necessary to launch the job.'



ADMINISTRATIVE'RENEWAL IN AN
URBAN AREA: FROM THE 60'S TO THE 70'S

by

Dr. Charles HOu*--,,
Principal, Ingrahan,High SC'hool

Seattle, Washington -

Seattle is very much committed to an admiki*ratOerenewal program. The founda-
tion on which we have based our program 0-Wbe different-from.others. I'm not
'here to convince you one way or the other,- but I am 4dIng to give You some evi-
dence of our success as we go along. I believe in deaiTtig.in evidence because'
I was a successful trial lawyer for a number of Years. I know you,can tell
people about things and it doesn't win law suits, but when you present some
evidence, you have a chance of winning your case.

The city of Seattle hat a population of half a million people; the metropolitan
area comprises about a million people'. It's a beautiful.city, but a city that .

hat had its problems and is having its urban'problems. A'number of years ago,
the city fathers and others put on the World's Fair which Was very successful
financially. As a result of that, we have a beautiful 80-acre civic downtown
center which is used extensively. We just built a dome stadium, and we have
professional baseball and professional football.teams.in it now. We are going
through some growing pains with that. All isn't rosy in a big, urban, metropolitan
area. Though Seattle has been spared some of-the problems of many of the eastern
cities', we are wondering now if we are approaching some of those problems.
We haVe a certain amount of urban decay; we have en increasing number of Minori-
ties that comprise the center core of the city's population. We have a popula-
tion that is growing older, a loss.of tax base, a loss of credibility in the school.
system-;.-or so we are being told.

We have-114 schools in our school system--84 elementaries, 18 junior and middle
schools, and 12 senior high schools. We have at the present time 66,000 school
children, which is down ln the last eight to ten years from the top of 100,000.
We. are decreasing now'at the rate of aboutr3 percent per year. We have the kinds
of problems one encounters in a system.that no longer is expanding but contracting.
Our preent minority population is approximately one-third. It hat'been going
up quite steadily, and it will probably.continue to rise.

The rationale for our renewal program is not complicated. I think I can sum it
.up in four words:. I'll develop these words as I.go, and I'll repeat them many
times because I think they are ery important. Our program is voluntary. We
feel that the voluntary aspect is essential. The,next two words, "personal
commitment," are probably as important as anything.. The neXt word and the last
Word is "leadership." Leadership is absolutely essential. Without good and
proper leadership, a program cannot continue to exist and thrive. I'm not sure
that any one of those words is more important than the others. They are all
important, and.they are the foundation upon which our whole program of adminis-
trative renewal'is built. 9

,

What were some of the reasons that we felt a real need.for an administrative
renewal program? First Of all, our tystem ues undergoing some very substantial
changes in the mid and late. tixties. These changes I suppose were a reflection
of the changes in society. We had our share of riots and rebellion, we had our
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share oft,he general,,Upheaval of society that spilled over into our schools.
We also had some problems that were beginning to come into htig, the problem
of negotiation, the.:changing role of the administrator. Teach r unions were
beginning to come into the system, organizing the teachers, anal the administrator
began loOking upon himself in a.considerably different lightOur people began
tb feel a real need self-improvement.

So, our program really started in the mid-sixties,,and it began to pick up steam
toward the end of the sixties, the time when the first group of us became inter-
ested in administrativerenewal with the encouragement and support of the super-,.
intendent. That support was absolutely essential. You don't need the superin-
tendent to give you a plan, necessarily, but you can't succeed without his whole
hearted blessing. We were a group of five Mgh school principals who had just
taken over new jobs. One of.us became the leader and had the job of'getting
us started. The central ingredient here was that we' were all hew at a particu-
lar position in a different school. Another ingredient was that we were willing
to make that personal commitment to choose or not choose. It was pur choice, .

but ke had to recognize that if we got into it, we would have, to commit ourselves
to expending time and effort. We had to put a plan down in writing. When one
writes out his personal commitment in terms of goals, objectives, or whatever,
then he is tted--he is committed. All of us Made that commitment.

How did our team operate? First of all we decided that we would operate as a
team, have a regular meeting place and a regular meeting time. We knew we had
jobs to do. -At the time that I took over as principal, WE were having all kinds
of problems, especially race problemsWe had riots, we had fire bombings, we
had all the rest of it. We felt that we wouldn't survive very well unless we
met together as a team and strengthened ourselves individually in a shared enter-
prise. We took upon ourselves not, only individual commitments to self-improvement,
but we decided that in order for our teams to operate properly, we had to have
a team project. We asked ourselves, "What is the most important thing here in
our school district as far as principals are concerned?" Ultimately we deter-
mined to define our management role.

We decided to devote ourselves to our individual improvement and also to a team
project and a team role--the role of the principal in management. What should
be our stance in terms of,negotiations? Two years before the legislature in
the State of Washington had enacted a negotiations law which gave collective
bargaining rights to certificated personnel% The law designated the principal
and all administrators, excluding the saperintendent, as part of the negotiating
unit. From the very beginning, many of us thought that was not the place for
principals to be swallowed,up. One of the first things that our team did in
furthering our team role was to become active in the Washington Secondary Prin-
cipals' Association. I was elected president of the organization, and we took
a decisive leadership rolg in the State. We were successful in separating the
principals from the negotiating unit. Principals are now no-longer part of that
negotiations law.

Frona small group of people like ours, things can happen when there is the
devotion. We recognized our moral role--that we wanted to do good things, how-
ever you define that. I think as a leaders,you_must think in terms of what
is good and what is the right way to go. When leadership of a unit is absent
or slack, the unit doesn't move forward, the individuals don't move forward,
and.there is no enthusiasm. There has to be an affective kind of enthusiasm
that comes only from devoted leadership.



WALKING MAIN STREET TOGETHER:
TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS

by

Ron Schiessl
Past President

Clark County Classroom Teachers Associatibn

Room exists at all.levels in the educational enterprise for administrators to.
.be'stimulated in a rewarding way by the interchange between.organized teachers,
that is, teachers who have recognized the.need for the proper use of power in
our political syste6--and educational decisions are all political decisions.
Teachers want administrators to appreciate their position in their dealings
at the State level or at the local education agency level; but in general,
teachers wish administrators to maintain an active optimism, to find a way to
renew themselves and their staffs to-be salesmen for an intelligent, deliber-
ative action program, to see problems as opportunities. Teachers want adminis-
trators to use honest results when selling a program to their staff or the
public, to avoid the educational flimflam which seemed to be common-in the
60s, and not to drown them in a flood of false ideas or false indications of
educational suCcess masquerading under terms that we have heard too much of,
terms. like "educational excellence."

Finally, after parents and teachers have.labored 'very hard to.change a law or
a regulation of some kind., teachers want administrators.to honor both the letter
and the spiritof that law or regulation in public procedings and reports.
To do otherwise achieves the very opposite of administrative renewal.

At the administrative level a need exists to develop information management
systems. Certainly some of what we see in education as destiny is bad manage-
ment; however; some of it is in the nature of the enterOrise. One thing you
will find in dealing with organized teachers is that they understand the
difference between bad management and some of the inevitable problems of an
enterprise which can be considered bad management only in a. cosmic sense, problems
such as trying to educate the entire populous of a country and at the same time
take account of the real individual differences of all those people. Education -

is an incredible enterprise. I'm sure you all know that, but peOhaps adminis-
trators don't think about that enough.

Teachers, even hard-core association members, approve the commitment to a more
business-like and systematic program of public education. This is a movement
away from the overly acclaimed "exciting times-of the 60's," but I'm sure it
can lead to a more.subtly and substantially rewarding educational program, even
if not quite as exciting. Administrators can accept, too, what I think sometimes
they need more of-sympathy from teachers on the other side of the bargaining
table concerning the problems that they face mutually.

, would like to press here just a minute. Usually when I am in a town, I try
to walk one of the main streets. That Central Avenue line on the maps of
Phoenix means a good deal more to me now than it did before my walk last night,
that's the very kind of thing you have.to do with teachers and then teadhers
with students. I visited the.Phoenix Library whiCh has to be the most active,
noisy, but well-stocked--and probably the most successful--I have seen in any.
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Of the western cities I have visited. I ended up in a bar called the SOB Room
which some of my colleagues would say had some symbolic import for my spending
So much time with a group of administrators. In any case, be concrete. Do
whatever you can do to assist tea-chers in understanding the renewal aspects
of your job.

A survey taken among our teachers confirmed almost entirely the University of
Michigan survey recently released about worker rank aspects of their jobs..
Good pay was only the fifth most important item to the teachers in Clark County.
Ranked number one was interesting work. Number two, enough help.and equipment
to do the job. Number three, enough information to do the job, and number four,
,enough authority to do the job. The Michigan survey showed that these concerns
were ranked similarly among workers across the country. Perhaps,'then,' these
concerns need to be foremost in the educational administrator's mind as well.

THE RIPP PROJECT WELCOMES'AN OLD FRIEND

by

Dr. Kenneth H. Hansen
Former Chief State School Officer

Nevada

I am happy to be with this group again becauSe I have been closely associated
not only,with the RIPP Project almost since its inception but also with perhaps
16 Title V, 505,projects over the period of the decade that they have been in
existence. I continue to be excited about the prospects of fruitful kinds of
interstate cooperation, not just interstate, but also interorganizational and
cross-generational. It's this kind of interstate and interorganizational mix
tnat I think continues to make these RIPP programs great. I_ am pleased to be
in again on this kind of. interstate tooperation that brings States together
with professional working groups and even a few hard-core teacher representatives.
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NEWS FROM THE POTOMAC

by

Dr. Al Alford
Assistant Commissioner of Education

for Legislation, USOE

Much is happening in the legislative field that should be df 'interest to you.
Verl Snyder has gathered together some materials for you, and I will be referring
to them, but not item-by-item.

We are now operating under a new budget appropriations procedure set up under
the Budget and Control Act of 1974. .This procedure involves setting up., very soon
after.the submission of the President'-s budget, ceilings that the Congress is
going to apply to their total appropriations for the year. These serve as_guide-
lines for the aPpropriations committee so that.when they then are working with
their appropriation bills, they will be held within the level of the ceilings
already prescribed by Congress. Later in the summer another resolution will
take into account anything that has changed in the meantime.

The ceiling process is important I think from the education point of view for
two reasons. First, education, like every other function, is now put into
direct competition under the ceiling. Education won',t necessarily get les,
but it must make a persuasive case during the process to.get its share of the
ceiling. Education will have to be wary of laying off against other functions
because Congress as well as the President will recognize only a certain level of
revenue for that year, they will in'their resolution agree to either-a balance,
or more likely 'n these times, a deficit of a fixed amount.- Once having deter-
mined that, then '4.1e budget committees will make every effort to hold to those
figures and to that level of deficit throughout that Congress. An Appropriation
bill brought to the.floor which is not,within those ceilings can be eliminated.

The second important factor of this Budget Impound and Control Act is that it
also establishes a timetable for our authorizing committees. Many Of you have
experienced the problems we havehad in the past. We have reached the point
hen our authorizations have expired and have.not known whether or not they
would be renewed. Under this new procedure, the authorizing committees now
have:to dd two things. First, on March 15th, they must make the preliminary
'report of their estimates to the budget committee of their reSpective houses
as to the level of authorization they are going to be moving out of their
committee in the period of time before December- 30th. Second, on May 15th,,
they must have completed action on all the auOlorizing legislation which iS7._
going into effect .under the budget which will begin the following fiscal -3-iear,
that is, the budget beginning October 1st, 1976, and ending on September 30th,..
1977. As I have obseryed the process, eVerybody is taking it seriously, both
in the authorizing committee, the appropriations'committee, and the budget
committee.

Now let me move td the legislative activities that have been taking place under
this more enhanced'schedule.. There will be extensive movement this spring.
As you *now, the pieces of legislation that expiie this year and which will have
to e renewed before they are available in the '77 fiscal year are essentially
higher education activities. But there is aiso'a number of activities in the
field of vocational education--everything but the .basic program of State dis-
tributions for basic programs ahd forresearchl All of the smaller programs
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such as curriculum and homemaking--all of these will have expired at the end
this fiscal year. And I mean absolutely expired because theyactually expire
in 1975, but we have an automatic extension for all 'of the programs in the edl
tion division for another year in the event that Congress has not acted on it
In this connection, the administration submitted last spring a vocational edul
tion proposal.- Both House and Senate committees have had hearings in the are,
of vocational education. We have just submitted our higher education proposa

The higher education and 'the vocational education proposals are combined on tl
Senate side into an omnibus piece of legislation which is still called the
Education Amendments of 1975, but I am sure on t!-Iis next version its title wi'
be changed to the Education Amendments of 1976. The House, as in the past, hi
'two stvarate subcommittees dealing with these.matters; so there will be a higi
education bill reported on in the House and then a vocational education bill.
These will be brought together in the conference process, and we will end up t,

one omnibus bill which will be the Education Amendments of 1976.

The Senate Subcommittee on Education has already reported to its full committ(
Labor and Public Welfare, its piece of legislation, the omnibus amendments.
extends the higher education programs through Fiscal Year 1982 at really the s

level but with some increates and authorizations. The Teacher Corps Program t'

received an increase from 371/2 million to 50 million in term§ of authorization.
They have extended the broader State planning commissions in the Senate bill
and have also added a two million dollar program to set up interstate cooperat
projects in 4ligher education.

'In the vocational education area, basically they have extended the existing pr
wtth some slight modifications. They have, for example, set up a new 25 milli
dollar program for-guidance and counseling in vocational education. They have
created a new 25 million dollar program to take care of absolute facilities, a
they have prov1ded five million.dollars to create agencies within the states t
look at the matter,of sex discrimination in vocational education. They have
also provided another five million dollar program which would be used to fund
programs to offset sex discrimination in vocational education. They are Cansi
ing creating a new policy planning board in vocational education which would a
the standard boai'd for vocational education:in the State. The policy_council
would become i..much more broadly repreSentative group than is general:1Y true o
the existing bOards in vocational edUcation.



IF YOU THINK YOU ARE BEATEN
YOU ARE OR

"GOD DON'T MAKE NO JUNK"

by

James 1<lassen
Roseville Area Schools

St. Paul, Minnesota

Let me relay a story 0 you about a boy who didn't want to go back to school.
The factof the matter :s he got up in the morning and told his mother that
he wasn't going to schoo' that day. She asked him why not, and he told her it
was because nobody liked Lim at school. The teachers didn't like him, the kids
didn't like him, the superintendent wanted to transfer him to another school,
the bus drivers hated him, the school board was trying to get him to drop out,
the custodians had it in for him, and he just didn't want to go to school. The
mother looked at him and said, "Son, you've got to go'to school because you're
healthy, and you have a lot to learn. You have a lot to give to others. .You're
a leader. You're 42 years old. You're the principal of the school. You've
got to go." And I'm sure that everyone of us feels like that. We hate to get
up in the morning and hate to go back to work. Hate to get back to that office
because you get that feeling that everybody has it in for you. Maybe somewhere
there is something that I can say to-you that will charge your battery and get
you back there believing you're going to take on the whole ship.

What can I do in just a few minutes to convince you that you are leaders, worth-
while hman beings and that you can get the job done. On the way here on the
plane, I picked up a magazine and saw this little verse. I'm going to make a
big sign of this and set it right on my desk at' soon as I get back to St. Paul.
Here's what it says: "Mine is not to run this train. The whistle I can't blOw.
Mine is surely not to say how far this train can go. Why I'm not allowed to
blow off steam'or even ring the bell. But let this train run off the track
and see who catches hell." I think we're all in that.boat. Each one of us
has got a train, and we're.in charge--the'captain of the ship.

What is it that all successful people have? What is it they have that is in
common? Bob Richards tells us that the three things that all people have who
are successful: they have a,positive mental attitude, they are goal-directed,
and they are self-motivated. Now we hear these things over and over again.
The trouble is, we don't understand them. We ask ourselves, where can I learn

about it? Where do I find out about this ability? How do you get people to do

what they ought to do? If only?

The trouble is that we are all so "dahg" crazy and mixed up in our work. We

.spend most of our lifetimes writing memos to each other. It's the whole CYA

attitude--Cover Your Anatomy. We get so involved with activity traps which
probably take about 80 percent of our time that these become false goals.. We

don't understand where we're going; WE don't know why, and we don't know where

we are at. We're kind of like the guy that gets on the one-way street going
the wrong way. He says, "I don't know where in the hell I'm going, but obviously
I'm late because everybody else is coming back." We're like that.

I sometimes wonder as I travel around the United States if people ever do any-

thing about what I tell them. Not that I have all the answers tecause I haven'
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But I think I have a gift that God hac giver me to help motivate people. But
J wonder if. 1 really do. I gave a talk tc a faculty and the speech was "God .

Don't Make No Junk." AbOut three,mohths later this professional called me over
and said, "Can you-come over and:have lunch with us?" I went over to the schOol
that day and had lunch and there was this big banner out in front of the school,
"God Don't Make No Junk." See, he was taking the ideas that I started and gen r-
ated, an idea that I hadAotten from somebody else. He talked to the faculty
and. the custodians and the secretaries and everybody else in the ouilding, ancfl
everybody adopted that motto as theio theme for the year. AA that's when 0
speaker' ,seally begins to feel good.

i

\I'm going to ask you when the last time was that you took any idea that you cannonestly say that you took that idea back and you saw it thrOugh to 14-J fruitionwith at least one person. That's what I am'talking about. We can get inspiredat these conferences and challenged and say, "I'm going to go and do it." Bygolly, when we get home we're back into those activity traps. All of a suddenwe get this nOtice that we're gOing to have another one of these, and you don'tremember what you did at the last one. We know what positive meneal condition-ing can do.. Mental conditioning affects the way that we act. The big question,is will it be positive or negative contitioning? When you walk'doWn the street..take a little s .-ecard and put a big P on one side and an N on the other--Pfor positive and ; for negative. And every time you have a conversation withsomeone, keep track. At the end of the day, pick up your scorecard and see ifyou had, more P's or more N's checked. You know, you would be amazed. You see,if e.,eryone you talk to'has a negative attitude, then I will'guarantee you thatyOU v,,11 be a very depressed person:before long because of negative conditioning.

Are you one of those people that goes around and dips into everyone else'e bucket,as they say? When was the lasL time you put something back into somebody's
bucket? I think more of us need to help others out. We need more good, positive.
:.trokes. Just think of yourself when you come to work-in the morningthe kinds
of things that you might say and how it affects other people. I could give you
all kinds of examples of positive conditioning..

I happen to be a circus nut. love circuses. The first 50 cents I ever made
was helping to put up the big tent. I remember those days. I can remember and
maybe you can remember the elephants. Stop-and just envision an elephant at the
circus. How fs the elephant tied up outside of thattent? There js a little-
tiny rope and,a small metal stake tied into the ground. Noir you and T know that
an elephant, an adult elephant, can easily pick up a ton load with. his trunk.
Can you. imagine what an elephant could do if he really wanted to with that stake-
in the ground, that small rope? BUt ey,er since that elephant was born, the very
-first hour he was born, they put the same.rope around his leg against that stake,
and the elephant tugged and tugged at it until he realizedothat he could not move
it. And for the rest of that elephant's life he was tied to that small stake.
That's-conditioning. Mental conditioning. I'm going fo ask.you something.
What stakes are you tied to?

I love contests. ,But I think perhaps if someone realTy challenged me and said,
"What do you like more than anything else?", I would love to see a good track meet.'
The NIAA national meet used to be held in Sioux Falls, Idaho. I would watch
these athletes run,'and the greatest race I think I have ever seen is the 4-40
yard.relay when you get schools like Oklahoma Baptist, Texas Southern, and some
of these schools where they really fly. Do you remember when the first four-Minute
mile was run?. Who was it? Roger Bannister--May 6th, 1954, over 20 years ago.
His time s three minutes, 59.4. Now t.,hy didn't anyboc'.:. break tha: remd prior
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to that? We talked about the tour-minute - ile and it just never hapuened. did
4t? Does an,body remember what happened right after that? cf-,!r,May h, 1954,
when Dannister ran, it'in three minutes 59.4: Seven weeks later, DOn Landy hit
3.58 flat. In the next 15 years, Roger Bannister's record was beaten 260 times
by 100 men in 177 different races. Jim Ryan, a senior in high school from Kansas.,
beat Bannister's record in 1974. Can you believe that? What's mare frustrating
is that Jim Ryan came in eighth in that.race. There were 329 sub four-minute
miles in that 15-year period.

Despite the fact that.this is a sexist piece of poetry, I think the point is well
taken:

beaten, you are.
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We realize that conditioning sterts the day we are born and continues through-

out our life. Conditioning can be either psitive or negative. Changing your

habits, changing negative conditioning, rising above our own self-imposed limi-

tations-is something that happens to be both exciting-and Tewardinq. Very few

people ever do it. Isn't that a shame. What a tragic loss of human tale`nt.

Peaple who do break through these barriers are unique. They are usually people,

who achieve a great deal, and so the obvious question is, what makes one person
think above limitations and the other person flounder? You don't have to go

out and buy a lot of .books to find out.

I know yOu have heard all about MBO--goals ard objectives, performance review,
all, these different kinds.of things. But I want. to suggest to youthat maybe
we ought to go back and talk a little bit more about this,because you will say,

"Well I heard about it." Did MBO help you? If it didn't, why not? What was

wrong with Because'everything I have read about'goals ard objectiveswhich
really is a fcrm of pos;tive mental conditicning--is that it increases your

sense of values, it helps you to concentrate', it should ,cidd some self-respect

and self-confidence. It snould give you a sense of purpose and do something for

your enthusiasm. It should help you make good decis.ions and.become more efficient.

I would -suggest that those are worthwhile. results.

So many of us set goals for ourselves, and we never realize them. It's the pot

at the end-of the rainbow, and we never get to the end- of the rainbow. Is where

we want to go really worthwhile? By whose standards? 'Who sets the values?

When was the last time you shared your financial -goals with your wife or your .

husband? When was the last time that you and 'your father-in-law sat down and had
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a good discussion about your financial security or his financial security?
Or your mother-in-law? When was the last time you and your children sat down
and had: a family discussion abOut where you are going as a family? I don't
understahd Why more fathers and mothers can't take more time to sit down with
their children and discuss the family problems. Then a family would have goals
together as a family.

If you.accept my definition, if this is true, then the next question I have to
ask people_isc.'5How do I do it?" We say that is motivation. So then we have
to ask "What is motivation?" To me motivation is nothing more than a desire,
'a desire held:in expectation with the belief that it will be accomplished. And
you and I haye always been taught that there are basically two kinds of motiva-
tion, andthex b;th work. One is called incentive. I'll give.you $5.00 if you
can lose ten pounds. Fear motivation works too. You and I know that we could
find many examples of incentive and fear motivation. And they'both work some
of.the.time. for most people, But the problem with fear and incentive motivation
is they clon't have anything.of lasting quality. SO I. would introduce a third.
kind.of motivation.- This is attitudinal. Until we can affect attitudes, alcoholics
will:go on drinking, people will go on eating who are addicted to food, people
with problems and bad habits will keep on doing it so it's going to affect their
attitudes.

Let me affect your attitude a. little bit. Who are you really? The,last time
. I wrote an autobiography was when my wife and I adopted two children. The last

time I had done so before that Was back ia ninth grade English. I onder if
each of us were asked right now tg write an autobiography, what would we put on
it? If I said that you were going.to 'die at 6:00 tonight, write your own obituary.
whut would yoU put down? What do ydu want people to remember you for?. Is life
important to you?

On a reting scale from. one to ten, right 'now every single person in this room is
a ten because "God Don't Make No Junk." EVery human life, every man; every

.'woMan, is a ten. And you and I tave to realize that. That we are better than
we really think that we are. And unless we can.develop the full human potential
and dp what God intended us to do, then we aren't being fair to our Creator. ,

We aren't being fair to ourselves, we aren't being fair to our friends and our
associates. When you look in the mirror each morning, what do you say? "Good
morning, Ged.'' Or do you say, "Good God, morning!" Can you look in the mirror
.and.say,'"Hl, champ?" Can you really say, "I am a number ten, really."

What are some of the things that happen when we say who we are, and we do't

know who we are? We 'don't understand All the different roles that we tave to

play when we come to identification. I've got a financial role, I'm the boss.

I have to go out and earn some money.. Each Of us has a financial role.. I'have

a family role. I am .a husband; I have a wife and,two children.. That role is

different from the other role. I also have a mental role. I hav,e a social role.

-
Everybody has a physical role-the way we dress, the way:we feel.. I have a .

spiritual role. That's where we get the angle of frustration. That is why suicides

are going up in this country, because we have this 'all screwed up. We have all

these things we want to do, but they don't tie'into the different things that

-say thiS is me. These are the roles that I have to play,: I would ask you.to .

identify for.yoursels how you see your role as a father ,or a mother, how do

you see your role as'a boss? How does this affect otter things that you do?
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What State do you represent?

Professional Position (check one):

16 Local District Staff

20 State Education Agency Staff

School Board

1 University Staff

Other, please designate 1 Elementary School Principal

1 -- Regional Service Center kepresentative
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Rate each of the topics as to the extent to which the Presentation
. of the topic increased your knowledge and secondly, as to the
usefulness of the topic to you.

Topic

1. The ration-
ale for admin-
istrative
renewal. Rawkins

2. Croup ses-
sions to acquaint
participants with
selected quality
efforts currently
in practice in
local educational
agencies.

3. Interstate
Project on
Dissemination
Report

Extent to whicil your knowledge
has increased due to the Conference

Usefulness of this topic
to you in your position

90-100% 70-80% 40-60% 20-30% 0-10%
Very

Useful
Moderately

Useful
Not

Useful

17 10 2 29 8 0

9 14 11 4 25 12 0

5 16 8 7 11 21
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Tupic

4. How to stimu-
late or provide
leadership to'
administrative'
renewal.

5. Involve par-
;ticipants in the
planning of
adminiStrative
renewal programs/

, models.

6. News from the
Potomac.

7. God pon't Make
No Junk Jim
Klasser!.

Lxtent to which your knowledge
has increased due to the Conference

Usefuyness of this topic
to yoU in your position '

90-100% 70-80% 40-60% 20-30% 0-10%
Very

Usefuf
Maderate7.,

Useful
Not

Useful

21." 0 .24 11 0

4 12 12 4 16 17 3

2 14 7 4 7 21 5

16 9 24 2

8. Ovall, in comparison with o:her educational conferences qou have
attended, how would you rate this one?

5 Top 10% 9 2 Lower 50% 1

4 - Top 20%
. 20 1 - Lower 20% 0

3 Thp 50% 9 0 - why Bother. 0

9. ifl your es,timation, what was the most useful-aspect:of the Conf...!rence?

Keynote Address -- 7 Group Session -- 7

Different Speakers -- 7 No Comment' --' 4

Conversing With Peop12 With like Concerns aiA Ideas

Administrative Renewal.(Rationale, l_eadership and,
Planning of Administrative ReneWal Programs and Models)-- 7

10. What aspects of the, Conference were least helpful to you?

Dissemination Peport -- 7 ..News From Potomac 7

ModEl Development. -- 2 Administritive Renewal. -- 4

Jim Klassen -- 2 Excellent 3

No Comment 13
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1 . .What would you suggest to improve the format of this Conferehce and

-- 7

others like it?.

More Time Developing Models for Group Sessions

Avoid Dissemtnation Session/Reports -- 4

More of These Type Workshops 5
.Good Format 6
Excellent. -- 4
11O Comment -- 13
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We have 114 schools in our school system--84 elementaries, 18 junior and middle
schools, and 12 senior high schools. We have at the present time 66,000 school
children, which is down 'in the last eight to ten years from the top of 100,000.
We are decreasing now 'at the rate of about.3 percent per year. We have the kinds
of problems one encounters in a system that no longer is expanding but contracting.
Our pre:,ent minority population is approximately one-third. It has'been going
up quite steadily, and it will probably.continue to rise.

The rationale for our renewal program is not complicated. I think I can sum it
up in four words: I'll develop these words as I go, and I'll repeat them many
times because I think they are very important. Our program is voluntary. We
feel that the voluntary aspect is essential. The,next two words, "personal
commitment," ere probably as important as anything. The next word and the last
word is "leadership." Leadership is absolutely essential. Without good and
proper leadership, a program cannot continue to exist and thrive. I'm not sure
that any one of those words is more important than the others. They are all
important, and they are the foundation upon which our whole program of adminis-
trative renewal is built.

What were some of the reasons that we felt a real need for an administrative
renewal program? First of all, our system Was undergoing some very substantial
changes in the mid and late sixties. These changes I suppose were a reflection
of the changes in society. We had our share of riots and rebellion, we had our
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mined to dufine our management role,

We decided to devote ourselves to our individual improvement and also to a team
project and a team rolethe role of the principal in management. What should
be our stance in terms of negotiation,s? Two years before the legislature in
the State of Washington had enacted a negotiations law which gave collective
bargaining rights to certificated personnel'. The law designated the principal
and all administrators, excluding the superintendent, as part of the negotiating

H.Init. From the very beginning, many of us thought that was not the place for
principals to be swallowed up. One of the first things that our team did in
furthering our team role was to become active in the Washington Secondary Prin-
cipals' Association. I was elected president of the organization, and we took
a decisive leadership role in the State. We were successful,in separating the
principals from the negotiating unit Principals are now no longer part of that
negotiations law.

Froma small group of people like ours, things can happen when there is the
devotion. We recognized our moral role--that we wanted to do good things, how-
ever you define that. I think as a leaders,you must think in terms of what
is good and what is the right way to go. When leadership of a unit is absent
or slack, the unit doesn't move forward, the individuals don't move forward,
and there is no enthusiasm. There has to be an affective kind of enthusiasm
that comes only from devoted leadership.
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will find in dealing with organized teacl
difference between bad management and soi

enterprise which can be considered bad nu
such as trying to educate the entire popi
take account of the real individual diffi
is an incredible enterprise. I'm sure yc
trators don't think about that enough.

Teachers, even hard-core association memt
business-like and systematic program of r
away from the overly acclaimed "exciting
can lead to a moresubtly and substantial
if not quite as exciting. Administrators
they need more of--sympathy from teachers
tible concerning the problems that they f

, would like to press here just a mi'nute
to walk one of the main streets. That Ci
Phoenix means a good deal more to me now
That's the very kind of thing you have tc
with students. 1 vit-Ated the Phoenix Lit

noisy, but well-stockedand probably th(
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Dr. Kenneth H. Hansen
Former Chief State School Officer

Nevada

I am happy to be with this group again because I have been closely associated
not only, with the RIPP Project almost since its inception but also with perhaps
16 Title V, 505 projects over the period of the decade that they Kaye been in
existence. I continue to be excited about the prospects of fruitful kinds of'
interstate cooperation, not just interstate, but also interorganizational and
cross-generational. It's this kind of interstate and interorganizational mix
that I think continues to make these RIPP programs great. I am pleased to be
in again on this kind of interstate Cooperation that brings States together
with professional working groups and even a few hard-core teacher representatives.
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rigures ana to tut level ot aelicit througnout that congress. An appropriation
bill bropght to the floor which is not mithin those ceilings can be eliminated.

The second important factor of this Budget Nnpound and Control Act is that, it

allo establishes a timetable for our authorizing committees. Many of you have
experienced the problems we havg had in the past. We have reached the point
when our authorizations have expired and have.not known whether or not they
would be renewed. Under this new procedure, the authorizing committees now
have to do two things. rirst, on March 15th, they must make the preliminary
.report of their estimates to the budget committee of their respective houses
as to the level of authorization they are going to be moving out of their
committee in the period of time before December 30th. Second, on May 15th,
they must have completed action on all the au0orizing legislation which is
gotng into effect under the budget which will begin the following fiscal year,
that is, the budget beginning October 1st, 1976, and ending on September 30th,
1977. As I have obseryed the process, everybody is taking it seriously, both
in the authorizing committee, the appropriations'committee, and the budget
committee.

Now let me move to the legislative activities that have been taking place under
this more enhanced schedule. There will be extensive movement this spring.
As you know, the pieces of legislation that expire this year and which will have
to be renewed before they are available in the '77 fiscal year are essentially
higher education activities. But there is also a number of activities in the
field of vocational educationeverything but the basic program of State dis-
tributions for basic programs and for research. All of the smaller programs
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they have provided five million dollars to create agencies within the states to
look at the matter of sex discrimination in vocational education. They have
also provided another five million dollar program which would be used to fund
programs to offset sex discrimination in vocational education. They are consider-
ing creating a new policy planning board in vocational education which would advise
the standard board for vocational education'in the State. The policy council
would become a,much more broadly representative group than is generally true of
the existing boards in vocational education.


